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SUNMARY. 
This thesis consists of three sections, each concerned ~ith 
the study of the mixing properties of certain classes of measurable 
transformations of Lebesgue spaces. While in section 1 we consider 
the class of measure preserving endomorphisms of a fixed measure space 
( x,QB, m), in sections 2 and 3 we restrict our attention to a class 
of piecewise monotone increasing and continuous functions of the unit 
interval, together with their corresponding 'natural' invariant measures. 
In section 0 we give a brief description of certain degrees 
of mixing exhibited by endomorphisms, and two important measure 
theoretic invariants of a transfo:rma.tion, its entropy and information 
f'unc·tio.'1. Shift spaces are also introduced and the study of shift 
invariant measures on these spaces is shown to correspond with the 
study of a. large class of endomorphisma of a fixed measure space. 
Se..£tion 1. A strong topology is introduced on the space of all 
measure preserving transfonnations (endomorphisms), End(X), of the 
Lebesgue space (X,~ ,m). This topology distinguishes endomorphisms by 
measuring their 'degree of non-~vertibility', indeed it renders the 
class of automorphisms closed andDOwhere dense; and the class of zero-
ent:r'Opy endomorphisms nowhere dense; whereas the exact endomorphisms, 
regarded as the opposites or zero-entropy endomorphisms,are shown to 
form a dense GS- set. The topology is related to c.e.z:tain conditional 
expectation operators on L2(X) and this lends itself to classifying 
Ehd(X) in terms of the information functions or these transformations. 
We show the set of endomorphisms which are completely characterized by 
their inrormation .functions form a dense set of first category, for in 
gem~ral, the set of endomorphisms T with information function IT=oaa.e 
contains a dense Go set. 
Similar categorization :oroblems are considered on the class of 
g-measures, mg [K], of a one-s:'ded subshift of finite type. By defining 
an analogous topology to that defined on :Ehd(X), we show that the class 
of measures characterized by their information fUnctions (which by 
definition of g, are always bounded fUnctions) is an open dense set. 
The set of ructions g, with unique g--measure, }Lg. is shown to contain 
a dense G 6 set. 
Section 2.We consider the class of linear mod 1 transformations 
TfJ(( (x) = f3x +Q( mod 1, of the unit interval,I £>r {3 and ol in the 
ranges 1 -<. f' -< 2 and 0" d. < 1. For ~ ~ 2, or <:(= 0, these transformations 
have been shown to be weak :Bernoulli (WB) with respect to a unique 
invariant measure! I A(3d.; equivalent to Lebesgue measure, [W1] t [w21 ,[S]. 
The transformations T~ are Known to have a unique invariant measure JlfJd... 
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure lP], [Li,Y],[C]. 
By studying certain types of periodic points of the transformation Tj3.A' 
we show that T(3.A. is WE, with respect to r'f3<.'..: if and only if the support 
of jJpJ. is ma:ximal, exceptfor a countable set of periodic I'larkov 
transformations (Theorem 3). We give precise regions in the ((3, ci....)-
plane,in which Tf311l is WB (Theorem 4). The transformations Hhich are 
not WE are shown to have eigenvalues n t~ roots of unity, .for some nl: IN 
where 2n~ 0 (Theorem 2), and the complete set of eigenvalues are 
determined for each of these transformations (Theorem 6). 
Section 2. Following work by Nilnor and r1'hurston [M, rr] on constructing 
linear models for certain continuous maps of the unit interval, I we 
consider in this section similar problems for a class e, of 'globally 
expanding' piecewise continuous and monotone .functions of the unit 
intArval. We show for gE e , by decomposing I into completely g-invariant 
irrt~ducible sets (Theorem 1), that g is topologically semiconjugate to a 
unit'orrnly piecewise linear map of I (r.rheorem 2), and conjugate to a 
piecewise linear map (Theorem 3). :FUrther condi tiona are detennined to 
ensure that g<=e is topologicall~r conjugate to a uniformly piecewise 
linear map, thus extending a result of Parry [P2]: where E5 was assumed 
to be strongly transitive. The techniques used to construct these 
conjugacies are similar to those used by Hilnor and Thurston [N,Tl. 
These conjugacies allow us to determine the existence of certain 
'natural' B'-invaria.nt measures,gE- e, and the measure theoretic properties 
of g with respect to these measures. 
Preliminary Definitions and Erf;odic Theory Results. 
Throughout~ all measure spaces will be LebesGUe spaces a~d 
all transformations of these spaces will be measurable. 
Let T :X~X denote a measurable transformation of the 
Lebesgue space (x, 63 ,m). 
T is measure preserving if m(B)==m(T-1B) fOT all B~ 03. 
Definition 1a. If (x1,631,D1 ) and (x2,032 ,m2 ) are Lebesgue spaces ~~d 
T1 :XtX1' and T2:X2~X2 are measure preserving transforDations 
then T1 is isomornhic to T2 if there exists 
(i) X.E-Q)., with m.(X.) = 1 and rr.x.c.x. t i =1,2, 
-:L. ~ ~ -.J.. ~ -.:l -.:l 
and (ii) an invertible measure preserving transformation ¢ :~-,~ 
such that ¢ T1 (x) = T2¢ (x), XG~ • 
Write T1 J- T2 0 
Definition 1b. Let T1 and T2 be measurable transformations of the 
. E.:>rel spaces (x1,631), (x2 ,ti\). We say 
(i) T1 is topologically conjugate to T2 if there is a 
homeomorphism ¢ :X1~X2 such that T2 = ~T1¢-4. 
(ii) T1 is topologically semiconjugate 
continuous map 'P :X ~X such that 1 2 
to T2 if there is a 
conjugate to a factor of T ). 
1 
'.r is 2 
Generally a measure preserving transformation T:X-)JX will 
be called an endomorphism, or an automorphism if it is invertible. 
Defini tion 2.a) A partition of X is a family tA.= ) A.~ . I of a. e. 1 ~ H.' 
disjOint sets vrhere A. €. n3 and .Y1 A. = X a. e. ~ ~~ ~ 
b) The sets A. of the partition ~ are called atoms of ~ • 
~ 
A 
c) ~ is the smallest ~-algebra containing 0<.. 
d) If ~ and t are partitions their refinement 01.. V't is the 
partition [Ai n Bj 1 itS! t where ~= lAi1 ieI' (5 = tB) jt:J. 
jEJ 
n ~ 
) -i -1 -n - V e V T c.{=v(.'1T d...V •••••• vT ~; cJ.... = 
i=O i=1 
-i..J T VI... 
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f) ot 1'0{ if <;( 1V ot = c(. and 
n n- n n 
00 
V eX. =~. 
o n 
g) 0( is a ge~erator of the endomorphism T, if 
0( is a generator of the automorphism T, if' 
b) £. is the point p<1.rtition, that is, £ =153. 
i) 'L is the trivial V- -algebra t x,¢ 3 • 
" (ckVrJ..-) =63. 
00 (Vr&)"= a3. 
-00 
Conditional Exnectation, Information and Entropy. Details of the 
f'ollowing can be found in [pJ] • 
Suppose e is a sub-cr··algebra of 33 and f~L1(X,~,m) then 
ther.·e is an essentially unique e -measurable function B(f/ B). such that 
Ie E(f/ e) drn = fa f dm , for all C €. e . 
E(r/t) is the conditional expectation of 1." givene. 
For B G OJ the conditiona~ probability of B given e, denoted by 
m(B/ e), is defined by m(B/e) = E('X':sIe ) where AB is the 
characteristic function of B. 
If ol = -\ Ai 1 it I~ is a countable partition of X, then 
00 
E( o../T-163) = L XA m(A./T-1~) • i=O i ~ 
These concepts can be generalized to arbitrary measurable 
partitions. In pa£ticular, if we consider the partitions£. and T-1~ ~ , 
then on each fibre t T-1x 1, of ~ -1 g., there exists a canonical 
measure mC /T-1x). If [T-1x 1 is countable then this is an atomic 
measure but if f T-1x 1 is not c omtable then it could be continuous. 
We define E( £ /T-l'£ )(x) = m(x/,irb't'fx ) == lim E( rn/,r103) , 
n~-.o 
where P n are finite partitions and r n1 i. and, x c; x. 
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vIe now introduce two important isomorphism invariants of an 
endomorphism, the information function I(6i/T-163) and the entropy herr). 
Definition 3. a) If d.... is a countable partition of X then the information 
of ri.. with respect to e , written I(d/e), is given by 
00 
I(d/e) =-1:: XA log m(A./e) • 
. 1· ~ ~= ~ 
b) 'The information function 1(63/T-1@) is given by 
Definition 4. a) Let ct be a countable partition of X, the conditional 
entropy of cf.... with respect to e. H( ~ / e) is given by 
H(o(/e) = f I(of./e) dm. 
b) The entrony of the partition ol h(T,oL) is given by 
c) The entropy of the transformatiol!2 h(T) is given by 
('l1 
where the supremum is taken over all finite partitions of X. 
'lheorem ( Kolmogorov and Sinai). 1f«is a finite [Senerator of T then 
h ....,(T) = h(T, 0<.). 
Maximal Measures. Consider the measurable transformation T acting on 
the Borel ,space (X, IS ). 
Let mT = tJA: fl is a T-invariant probability measure on X 1. and 
let h(T) = sup h.fA-- (T) ~ 00 • 
ptTrlT 
Definition 5. fA is a Ill3.Ximal measure for T if h )ACT) = h(T). 
It is easy to show that maximal measures, if they exist, are preserved 
under topological conjugacies. 
.... 
0.8 
,Mixing. In section 1 we partially classify thG elementG of Ehd(X) 
in terms of their randomness, that is, the degree to which they mix 
the points of the space X. The following properties of measure 
preserving transformations qualitatively describe this randomness and 
they are all isomor.fJhism invariants, [wl. 
Defini tion 6. Let T be a measure preserving transformation of the 
Lebesgue space (x,63 ,m), then 
(i) T is aperiodic if mC lxc;X: r.f1x :; x, for some n/O 3) =0. 
(ii) T is ergodic if T-1B = B for some B E:. n3 then m(B) =0, 
or men) = 1. 
(iii) T is weak mixi!!g if 
N-1 
lim 1/H 'L , mCA n T-,nB) - m(A)m(B) \ :; 0, for all A,B C; Q3. 
N-)tl) n=O 
(i V) T is ntrong mixing if 
lim m(rr-NJ.. n B) = m(A)m(n) , for all A,E t 15 • 
N?~ 
(v) 'I' is exact if n T-n 63 =TL. 
n 
(Vi) T is l'<!arkov if it has a cuontable generator d.. such that 
• 
where p. . are entries in a square stochastic IDa true P 
.l.J 
with A = (~i) a strictly positive left invariant vector 
of P, meA. ) = Ai' AG.o<.. • ~O 0 i j 
(Vii) T is Bernoulli if it has a countable generator 0<. such 
that, meA. n T-1A, n •.• (} T-nA. ) = meA, ) •••• m{A, ), 
.1.0 11 ~n 10 1n 
He sometimes say CT, oe.) is a Bernoulli 
process. 
Fbr the following results and other elementary results see [W] • 
Theorem. On a non-atomic space, 
T Bernoulli =) T aperiodic and Harkov =) T exact =) 
T sronS mixing ~ Tweak mixine =) T ergodic =? T aperiodic. 
Ornstein has shown that entropy is a coI!lplete invariant for 
Bernoulli automorphisms [01. In fact, he shows that entropy is a 
complete invariant for the class of weak Bernoulli automorphisms. 
Definition 7.[0](1) Let oL.. and 0 be t, . .,ro countable partitions of I, we 
say 0( and i are £ -indenendent if 
n(o<,i) = L I m(A.(lC.) - m(A.)m(C.)\ <.. t.. 
A.C:J., J.. J.. J.. J.. 
J.. 
C.E'tf J.. 
(ii) If T is an automorphism, with generator c( such that 
for all £) 0, there exists NE;rN so that 
k 2k+:N 
D( V T-n Q(, V rrn a<.) < £ , for all k ~ 0, 
n=O n=k+N 
then we say T is a weak Bernoulli_autoillornhism. 
(iii) We say the endomorphism T is weak Bernoulli 
rv r:' provided its natural extension .. ,:p I-RiJ 
weak Bernoulli automorphism. 
is a 
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It has been shown [P,wJ that neither ent~y nor even the information 
,... WB 
fUnction is a complete isomorphism invariant for~endomorphisms. 
Shift spaces. Let Y be a compact metric spaCe, and let 
00 00 
X = If Y . and X I = Tf Y" ,,,:here Y. = Y, ic IN. 
o J.. _C;O J.. J.. 
x. (X'). is the spa.ce of all one( t",o )-sided sequences ~ = xOx 1"." 
( , I..) c=...y ~ = ••• x_1XOx 1o • xi~· 
With respect to the product topology, the shift map T CT') defined by 
T(x_)= v I where xJ..'=YJ.."_1' i ~ 0, ( T' (x I) = v' where x! = y! i dL) 
""" - """ , J.. J..-1' I 
is a continuous map on X (X'). 
''Ie call the sets [iOi 1•• i nl = f2S.: xo=iO' x 1=i1,·,xn=in 1 , 
( [iOi 1··inJ ' ::: t2S.': xO=io,·.,X~=in1 ), cylinder sets o.f X,(X'). 
Let lB ('6)1) be the smallest T(T' )-invariant cJ-algebra containi!l6 
all cylinder sets. 
It is easy to see that triolS ioE:Y and frio1 ~ ioc Y are generators 
for T and T' respectively. 
We call (X,?B) a one-sided shift space and (X', ~ I) a two-sided 
shift space. 
If /\ is a closed T-invariant subset of X then we call (A, B I,,) 
a £me-sided subshift .. 
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Nost important are the cases when Y is a finite set or the unit interval. 
va 
Definition 8. Let 1\ cIT Y. be a. subshift, where Y.= I , iE:lN. and Y is 
o l. ). 
a finite set with m elements. 
We call/\ a one-sided subshift of finite tyPe (s.s.f.t.) 
if ther"/exists an m)(m matrix A with 0,1 entries only, 
such that x E. f\ if and only if A =1 for all nG fN. 
xnxn+1 
If ;rr has all entries positive for some N& rn then 1\ is 
called a one-sided mixing (or aperiodic) subshift of 
finite type. 
We shall be interested in subshifts of finite type in particular, 
since (/\, n3,T) is a subshift of finite type (or intrinscally harkov) 
if and only if T is locally a homeomorphisre..· '[;P2]. Subshifts or fini ta 
type play a fundamental role in solving many topological and measure 
theoretic problems in Ergodic Theory. 
Definition 9. Let fA be a probabili~ measure on the shift space 
eX, <B, T ) defined above .. then we say 
(i) ? is Harkov, or eX,fA-) is a 11a.rkov shift, if T is a 
Markov transformation with respect to the p2~tition 
(ii) fA is Bernoulli, or eX,r) is a Ber::oulli s~ift, i:' T 
is a Bernoulli transformatio~ with respect to the 
+0<:> 
Defini Hon 10. (oj Let X ="IT [0, 1J • Let L. be the s::l.:lllest shift 
o 
invariant o--algebra ecnerated by the cylindeI's 
0.11 
Let fA-- be a shift invariant probability measure defined 
on X by, f'L[C102 ••• C~ =;-<-[C1JjA[C2l ... p.[cnl , then 
(x, r , ~ is called the Generalized EernoulE S'nift. 
'll1e correspondence behleen Ehd(X) and shift invaria..'1t rneaS'J..!.'es. 
Let Y = TIfN and zBy be the Borel 6"' -algebra generated by cylinder sets e 
o 
Let T be an endomorphism of the Lebesgue space ex,63 ,ill) wi t..."'-l finite 
entropy, or with countable inverse images of points, then 'l"I has 2. ~inite 
or countable generator d., [R3] • 
Let 0< = CA.). h.~ ~ ~e, In 
Define a map ¢:eX,~,m) ->(Y,63y), by 
¢(x) = ~ , if x €T-iA for all i€ m \,here Z ==y OJ 1e • • 
Yi 
¢ is well defined a.e. on ~ 
Define a measure p ... on Y by 1"'-(0) = m(r1C) for 0 €03y • 
It is easy to ch~ ck thatfA- is a f.':lift invariant meaS1.lIe and tha. t t:l e 
shift S. acting on (Y, 'lBy, fA) is measure theoretically iso:norphic to 
T acting on eX, ~ ,m), (by the isomorphism ¢). 
Therefore. the classification of endomorphisms with countable generators 
on (x, 63 ,m) is analogous to the classification of shift invariant measures 
on (Y, Cf3 y)'. 
Throughout the thesis we shall refer to this analogy either explicitly 
or implicitly. 
SECTION 1. 
1.1 
LA.RGE s~rs OF ENDO;'~OHPHISHS Al-rD OF r;=-I'iEASUiUS 
These notes are the outcome of an unfulfilled attempt to 
prove that, in a reasonable sense, most endomo~~hisms of a Lebesgue space 
(X,S)m) can be classified by a countable number of invariants. \ve 
attempted to do this despite Feldman's negative warnings in [t~CO~c~rning 
automorphislUs; and in fact the invariants we had in mind \fill not classify. 
The complete metric topology WEpdopt for the space E(X) of endor.:lOl.';lhis::ns 
is stronger than the usual weak operator topology since we considered 
that the latter to be inappropriate. In fact the set A(X) of autowo=phisms 
of X is dense in E(X) in the weak topology. This is one basic reason for 
adopting what we call the strong adjoint topology. In this topology A(X) 
is a closed nowhere dense subset of E(X). Another reason .for adopti.ro-5 
the strong adjoint topology is that certain conditional expectation 
operators are directly related to this topology. 
With the strong adjoint topology the set of exact endomo~hisms 
is a dense G8 in E(X) whereas with the weak topology even the stror~~ 
mixing endomorphisms are a set of first category. We shall also show 
tha t the set of exact I"Jarkov endomorphisms and even the I irregular I 
exact Markov endomorphisms are dense in E(X) with respect to the st~ng 
adjoint topology. An endomorphism T is irregularif its information 
function I(63/T-1~) generates the full cJ-algebra63.I.:f T is irregular 
then it is characterized by a countable number of invariants. Cont=ary 
to our expectations we have shown that irregular endomorphisms for.n a 
set of first category; in fact I(lB/T-11B) =00 a.e. is the general case. 
fue to this .failure we turned to an analogous problem. We study 
the set 11l of so called g-measures (defined with respect to an aperiodic 
9 it 
shift of finite type) with a natural topology stronger than the weak -
topology. In this topology the set of g-measures making the shift an 
exact endomorphism form a dense G S and the I-larkov measures are denseo 
1.2 
The irregular g-measures fo~ an open dense set and can be ch~'acterized 
by a countable number of invariants. Also most g's have a unillue g-meaoure, 
but we are unable to decide if all g's have a unique g-measure.(see[K] ). 
§1. The space E(X). 
Let (X,~)mJ be a non-atomic Lebesgue space i.e. a 
probabili ty space isomorphic to the unit interval with Lebesgue 
measurable sets and Lebesgue measure. A measure-preserving transformation 
of (X,& ,m) is called an endomornhism of (X,6j,m). The space (semi-group) 
of all endomorphisms of X will be denoted by E(X). The subset (subgroup) 
of E(X) consisting of all invertible endomorphi3Il1s (cl.Utornorphisms) will 
be denoted by A(X). The group A(X) is usually endowed ,·Ii th the weak 
operator topology inherited from the ~eak topology on the group 
U( L2(X» of unitary operators on 12(X) by the injection A(X):JT -;>UT 
where UTG U(12(x» and Ur- = foT. [n] • The injection E(X)3 T ~ UT 
2 
associates an isomei:ry UT of L eX) to each T. The \ .... eak and strong 
topologies coincide on the set of isometries of L2(X). \Ie shall denote 
the adjoint of UT by u; ( u;,r(x) = E(f/T-\:S )(T-1x) ) and we write 
* * :::e~;U~ ~;d:::::e:o::e::-::e(::e~:'::::::o:P::-::: ::::::::·u:e-t UT imPliesl 
n n n 
~. * UT ~ UT is valid for automorphisms it is not true for endomorphisms. 
n 
Fbr this reason we consider the foll~ing two topologies on E(X), 
,\ 
( .from no\.,. on we write T.f for U.yr). 
(i) Weak Topology. A neighbourhood of S E: E(X) is specified by a i'im te 
at t f 1' ••• ,fk of members of L 2(X) and some E) 0 .. 
u(S;.r1' ••• .rk;~) = {TCE(X): 115fi - Tf'i,,<£,1~i~kJ. 
A sequence f Tn1 converges to S in the weak topology if U Tni' - Sf\\ ~ 0 
for all f<=. L2(X). 
(ii) strong ad,joint topology. A neighbourhood of S €. E(X) is 
specified by a finite set f 1' •• ,fk of members of 12eX) and some ~) 0 
* 71-U(S;f1 , ••• ,fk ; L) = lTf:E(X) : II Sf.- Tf.H<E. and II S f.- T f.1I<f 1~i~kl. ~ ~ ~ ~ 
A sequence iT j converges to S in this topoloe:r if \ \ T f - Sf \\ .7> 0 
n n 
Pro})osi tion 1. 
Let 1. Tn 1 be a sequence in E(X) and let S E.E(X). Then the 
statement urI' converges to S in the strong adjoint topology" is equ.ivalent 
n 
to each of the following 
(a) * * 2 11 T f- S f 1/ .~ 0 for all fE:L (X) 
n 
1\ T f - Sf 1\ ._> 0 and \\ E(f/T-163) - E(f/S-1S) \\ ~ 0 for all 
n n 
Proof 
(a) \ve have to sbow IiT*f - s*fll ~ 0 for all f~L2(X) implies HT f-Sfl! -)0 
n n 
for all f c=. L 2 (X). 
If f€-1
2(X) IIrl'nf - Sf 1\ 2 = 2\1fll 2 -(Tnf,Sf) - <Sf,Tnf,/ 
2 * 'R 
= 2 II fit - < f ,T Sf > - <T Sf, f> n n 
2 * * 
.:; 2 11 f II - < f , S Sf > - < S Sf, f > 
= 2 II f II 2 - < Sf , Sf > - < Sf , Sf) = O. 
(b) vIe have B(fJr~-163) ==TT*f so 
\I E(f/T~1OJ) - E(f/S-163) II = * * II T T f - SS f II 
nn 
* * * ~ lI Tn (Tnf - S £»)1 + 1\ (Tn-S)S .f 1\ 
= I\T*f - S*f II + HeT -S)S*f /I 
n n 
and 
H T:f - S* fll = \1 Tn (T:f - S* r) \I ~ II TnT: r - SS""f II + It (S-Tn)S* f Il ' 
= I\E(f/T~1d3) - E(f/S-1d3)1l + l\(S-T )S*f\l • 
n .f"-
vie remark that it is sufficient to check (a) or (b) for f = AA ' 
AE.~ ~k ' where t 0 k J is a sequence of finite partitions whose 
o--a1gebras Pk increase to 63 (i.e. ~15). 
Prop 0 si tion 2 
let ~ f 1 c.. L2(X) be a sequence of functions of nona 1 ""':'108e 
n 
linear span is dense in L2(X). Then 
00 
D(S,T) == L "1/2n( II Sf - Tf \I + II S*f - T"*f \\ ) is a complete ~etric 
n=1 n n n n 
on E(X) compatible with the strong adjoint topology. 
Proof 
The proof is the same as that for automorphisms en]./ 
We have already remarked that the two topolo6~es (i) and (ii) co~cide 
on A(X). However 
Proposition 3 
A(X) is dense in E(X) wi"lli respect to the weak topology and 
is closed and nowhere dense with respect to the strong adjoint to?Ology. 
Proof 
let f Pn '\ be an increasing sequence of finite partitions 
whose c)-algebras Pn increase to lB. To show A(X) is dense in the ..... eak 
topology it suffices to construct, for each SEE(X), kcZ+, ~70, 
some T € A(X) with II T'X A- S X A t/ < £ for all A E.. f3 k• fut this is 
immediate:- for each A ~ f->k define an invertible measure-preserving 
-1 transformation of S A onto A, and the combined transformation T is 
He shall no\·! show that A(X) is closed in the strong adjoint 
topology. 
If 111' 3 is a sequence of automorphizras conv-erging to S E: l!;(X) then 
n 
by Proposition 1 we have E(f/T~1~) ~> E(f/S-100) in 12(X) for eaCh 
fE:12(X). But E(f/T-1Q3):: f for each n and therefore E(f/s-1 S ) = f 
n 
for all f E: 12(X). Hence S e- A(X), and A(X) is closed. 
In ~ 2 we shall sho\-l that the exact Harkov endomorphisms are 
dense in E(X) and therefore A(X) has no interior.4 
12'oposition 4. 
The strong-mixing endomorphisms form a set of first category 
with respect to the weak topology. 
Proof 
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The proof for automorphisms is contained in (n] and goes over 
i~r our case on noting that A(X) is dense in E(X) in the weak topology 
(proposition 3 )0' 
00 
An endomorphism T is said to be exact if q T-n 63 = iL . 
Exact endomorphisrns are the "oppo si tes ll of a.utomorphisms. As we have 
said, we shall prove tha.t exact Harkov endomorphisms are dense in E(X) 
with respect to the strong adjoint topology. Assuming this for the 
moment ",e pro've in contrast to Proposition 4:-
Theorf'..:m 1. 
[The set nf exact endomorphisms is a dense G ~ in E(X) with 
respect to the strong adjoint topology. 
Proof 
T is exact if and only if E(f/ n Ir-n (3) = Jf dIn. for all 
o 
f'E: L2 (X). vie have E(f/TnlB) = rrPTrf. let 1 fiT be dense in L 2(X). 
".,.n f· } For natural numbers r,i,n let U . =STE:E(X): I\~.r" f.- .f.dml) < 1/r • 
r,l,n L 1 1 
This is an open set in the stronb adjoint topology ~~d therefore 
n n n u U. is a G cr· 
r i N li~l~ r,l,n 
\1e claim that thi:J G f set is precisely the set of exact endorn0r:Pm.s:::ls. 
By the 1'1a.rtingale theorem He know 1\ E(f/T-ncB) - E(f/Q T- j (3) I) -) 0 
for all f G L2(X). Therefore every exact endomorphism belongs to the 
G 6 set. Conversely, if T belongs to the G J' set then for each i and 
each N there exists ~) N with 
HE(fi/T-~63) - Jfi dIn l\ < 1/N. Therefore II B(fi/'r-~63)- [fi dID}/ ~ 0 
as N ->00 and we must have Jf.dIn == E(f./n T-n 63). Since 1f.1 is a 
l ~ 0 l 
2 dense subset of L (X) we have that T is exact. I; 
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~2. EXnQt fola.rkov fudoIUorphisrns <lrC Dense. 
Ii" A, B are TllEl.trices of the SaDe size we will write I A.-BI for the 
~~imum absolute value of the entries of A-B. 
let P be a otochastic k x k raatrix \·ri th s'iJ:.ictly positive len 
,. 
fixed vector p, the Gum of whose eleIUents equclls 1. ~'uch a matrix 
cannot have trivial ro\oJs or colu;:ms a.nd 'Will be called non-trivial. 
It is well lmown that up to a permutation equivalence P may be written 
where A,B,C, ••• are irreducible and all other entries are zeros. We 
write, correspondingly, p = (a,b,c, ••• ). For convenience of presentation 
we shaJ..l assume th<'~t P is composed of three such irreducible matrices. 
1eJm~-1.. Fo~ any ~ .. '/ 0 there exists an aperiodic irreducible 
stochastic matrix :i with strictly positive left fixed vector Cl (whose 
elements sum to 1) Emch that !p-Q I <. t, rp-q 1< £ • 
Proof. The matrix At being irreducible, has a unique left fixed 
vector a whose entries sum to fla l\. The compactness of stochastic 
matrices and vectors with a given SUQ implies that there exist strictly 
positive matrices AI with left f5xed vector a' as close as we like to 
A, a respectively such that II a' II = lIalt • The same is true, of 
C0uxse, for B and C. To prove the lemma, then, we may assume without 
loss of genernJ.i ty that A,B,C are srictly positive. Let P = (~C) be 
written as 
and let 
a-r1 ••• ~"rl'" 
••• • 
The subtractions above occur only in 3 places and are compensated 
for (to keep P£ stochastic) in 3 places. 
Suppose a = (a1 , •••• ar ), b = (b1 , ••• ,bs ) and c = (c1 , ••• ,ct ). Then 
(abc)P~ = (a1(1. ~ )+"tc1,a2,·.,ar;b1(1-o-)+ra1,b2,·.,bs;C1(1-'\:::)+cU1,c2'··'ct) 
so pp£ = p if 
a1(1-p) +1:c1 = a1, b1(1-o-) + a1~ = b1, c 1(1-L:) + b 1C1= c1-
Hence pP£ = p if 1::c 1 = a1~' a 1P= b1C"", b10"'= C{l:'. 
We therefore choose I:: < max (€., a 1 £/c1 ' b1 £/c1 ) and define 
f ='tc1/a1 ' 0'" ='tc1/ b1• 
Then 'P-P£ \ < E. and pP E =p. II 
Lemma 2. I..ct irn 1 be an increasinb" sequence of finite p.:trti tion::; 
such that 0
n 
16) . The sets 
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1(k,n,S,£) = tTtE(X): I\E(XA/s-1~n) - E(AA/T1Q3)II < £ 
for all A G rk and II S ~ - T 'XEII <.. S for all n E: 0n1 for k < n E-.z.+, 
S » 0, l:. "? 0, form a fundamental SystCIJ of neiGhbourhoods of S in the 
strong adjoint topoloBY. 
form a fundamenta.l sysLeQ of neighbourhoods of S in the strong 
adjoint topology. let k E 1L+ and z.. / a be given. 
* * *-:i-II S X A - T X A 1/ = I I 'lIS 'X A - TT X A V 
~ II TS*XA - SS*:XAlI + 1I ss'*XA - Tr'~,\ II 
== 11'l'S*XA -SS*XAII + I\E(XA/ S-
o
'(13) - E(XA/T-
1lB)l\ 
~ H'I'S°)\-XA - SS):A11 + \\ E( XA/ S- 1 ~ n) - E(XA/T-1 (3) \I + £/3 
if n is large enough. 
Choo se 6"7 0 and choo sen> k so that the above inequali ty holds 
and also so that Ii TAn - s Xn II <.. ~ for all n e- f3n implies 
II TS):A - SS rXAl1 < £/3 for all A G f3
k
• I 0 
'rhen 8 (k,n,6 , £/3) c t T: 11 sO*XA - T*XAII < £ J _§' of/' 
We sh:.1.11 call TG E(X) a Harkov endomor.phisrn if it is i..somorphic 
to the one-sided shift on a stationary Harkov chain with a finite number 
of states. 
'l'hcorcm 2. Elcact Ha.rkov endomorphisms are dense in E(X) with respect 
to the strong adjoint topology. 
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Proof. Let S G j~(X) and let tPn 1 be 2.Il increasing sequence: of 
:finite partitions so that P
n
1(B.}"'ix £70, S>O and k,nEa.+ 
wi th k -< n. 'vie shall construct an exact l'illkov endomorpr.is:n T in the 
neighbourhood -j (k,n, ~ , E) of S (see lcIilllla. 2). 
Let ~n :::: {B1,··· ,BN 1 where m(Bi ) > 0 all i, and define the 
non-trivial stochastic matrix P by P(i,j) :::: m(Bin S-1 Bj )/m(Ei ) • 
P has a left fixed probability vector p (pp = p) given by p(i) :::: m(E.). 
~ 
,..., 
Let TL> 0 be chosen later and, using lemma 1, let P be an irreducible 
aperiodic stochastic matrix Hi th left fi..-ced probability vector p such 
tha tip - P I < iJ. and 1 p - P I < 1{, • Let ~ denote the shift invariant 
rv oO{ 1 N,J 
l-larkov probability measure defined on X :::: IT 1 1, ••• ,N J by P, p, and 
n=O 
rv ""' let S denote the shift on X. 
I'oJ 
let ¢: X ~ X be an 
isomorphism which lIl3.ps B.n S-1 B. into [iti] if m(n.n S-1B.)~ ~( [i,j] ) 
.1. J ' ~ J 
and whose inverse maps [i,j1 -1 into B. n S B. otherwise. 
~ J 
1'" Now put T = '/J S¢. \<Ie have 
Therefore 
~ \IL "Xnos m(E.nS-1n.)/m(n.) - E(X 1 /'r1(1]) II 
" j J.lj ~ J J 9f" [.1] 
+ II E(CX 1 - 'Xn )/,1,-1 ~\}/ 9f" [i] i Y 
~ 112"1 c S m(B.nS-1n.)/m(B.) -:l X 1 "rrp(i)p(i,j)/P(j)11 j Bj ~ J J j y;- CD 
+ IIX 1 -'Xn \\ 9f" (i] oUi 
+ II X 1 - XB II f"" [i] i 
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~ [1/P(j) I p(i)P(i,j) - p(i)P(i,j)1 + P(i)P(i,j)11/P(j) - 1!P(j) D 
1.. 
+ N(2 'L)Z 
~ )N2(2"lY~·'" N(2"1)~ + 2'l~ 1/p(j) ... ~ 4 1/(P(j)[P(j) -1P ). 
J J 
Hence if A E. 13k then A is a union of some members of J3n and 
\\E('XA"S-1 Pn) - E('XA/T-1~)l\ ~ N(31~(2rl)"} + N(2"lY~ + 
+ 2'1~ 1/p(j) +l'"} ~ 1/P(j)[p(j)-rt)) • 
J J 
Now choose '1 > 0 80 that this latter quantity is less than f 
(and '1 < m~n m(Ej » and so that 2N(2 -rt);} < h. Then T E. -S (k,n, r , E). 
T is exact because one-sided Harkov shifts on aperiodic 
irreducible Harkov chains are exact [B,F). 1;. 
§3 Irregular Ehdomorphisms. 
'vIe say that a kxk irreducible stoch3.stic matrix P, \-lith 
invariant initial probability p , is irreb~lar if the function on 
TTt1, •• ,k J defined by x -) p(xO)p(xOx1)/P(x1) generates (up to 
n=O 
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sets of measure zero) the fUll C""-algebra. 'l'his is the case, of course, 
if the matrix pI, given by P'(i,j) = p(i)P(i,j)/p(j), satisfies 
pt(i,j) F P'(k,i) when (i,j) f (k,l). 
Clc~ly irregularity is a generic property for k X k matrices. 
'rhis may suggest that irregularity is generic a...-nong all endornorphisms 
if 'vIe define 'r ~E(X) to be irregular if ~ = E(IB/T-1CS) generates the 
iull O"'-algebra. (If .x. is a rim te partition then 
E(oL/'l1-103) =L )(iil(A/T-103) and E(03/T-163) :lim I!!.ysjT-1tB) 
A6~ n-~t.O 
for any increasing sequence 10 nS of finite partitions wi th ~n 1 rB • 
I(6)/T-1 tB) = - log E(IB/T-l63) is the information function of '£. LP]). 
An irregular endomorphism T is c.lk'U'acterized up to isomorphism by the 
invariants 
00 
because T is isomorphic to the shift on Tf fR endowed with the 
n::O 
probability ~ given by ~(F) = m( tx: (~(x),~(Tx), ••• )EF1) • 
This measure is characterized by the n-fold characteristic fuctions X ,n ~ 1. 
n 
A slight modification of our proof that exact Narkov endomorphims 
are dense in E(X) shows that irregular exact :tIi.arkov endomorphisms are 
also dense. However irregularity is !l2i generic. In fact 
Theorem 3. The set of endomorphisms T with E~ = 0 a.e 
J. 
(or IT = I(63/T-1rB) = 00 a.e.) is a dense: GS ' so that irregular 
endomorphisms form a set of first category. 
Proof. 'l'he set of enuomorphisms 'r with Err = 0 a. e. is 
n U l T: f ~(<X./r-1(J3) dIn < 1/n } • 
n ct. fini te 
/ -1) *.-y' G \...~ Since J~( 'XA T 03 = TT /"A' the above !Jet is a 6'. \ve UJ.ve to 
prove that the above is dense. 
Let 8 be an exact l'Iarkov endoI!lorphi::::;..ra \.;i th generator ot so 
n 
that eX. = ~V • •• V 8-n 0( has the pro pert:r tha t ~ n l' 63. We shall 
find endomorphisms T arbitrarily close to S ... ith the property that 
E(lB/,r-1 "63) = o. rfuis will complete the proof by virtue of ffrwore::n 2. 
It suffices, for arbitrarily large n, to produce such m endomor:phi8Ill 
for all .A. E:. eX. n. Since S is Harkov with respect to the genera tor eX.. n, 
an 
there is no los., in generality, if we do this for arbitrary I'Jarkov 
1\ 
generator, for which we shall retain the symbol d... 
Let 81 be an endomorphism of a lebesgue space (X1, Q31,m1) 
with the property that I(631/S~1C81) =00 a.e • .E'or example 8
1 
could be 
the Bernoll~li endomorphism with unit interval as state space. 
N ry 
Define (X, 63 ,m) = (X, S ,m) X (x
1
, 63
1 
,m
1
) and T = S x S1-
Corresponding to the partition fAn s-1 B : A,B E.I){.} of X we have 
a partition {(An S-1 B) X X1 : A,BE-ot 1 of X. L€t ¢ be an isomorphism 
of X onto X "'hich maps ArtS-1B onto (AnS-1B) X X
1 
when AtB cO(. • 
. nr1"':d( ) -1 -1 rv 'Y Now deflne Tx = 'P Tp x so th3.t T B = S B and hence A-B"S = /\.BoT 
for Be eX.. :J!'inally E('XJs-143) = E(XJS-1~) when B Eo( and 
E(X/T\B) = E(X¢(B/¢'r-1s)o¢ = E('XBxX1/s-1C63)>-f031»C¢ 
= ECXr/s-1<1)oTT1c¢ (where -Tf 1(x,x1 ) = x) 
1 I\. rI-. ( I"y' rI-./rr 1 -1 -1 1\ ) 
= E('X.JS- oL )0'111,,1' = E I\.ncIl1e.)'I )'I olt 1 0 S 0( 
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All that 
= E(~J!S-1~) 
= E(XJ!S-1 (3). 
remains is to shOH that l(c£/T-1?8) =co a.e. 
fut 1(8¥T-1ti3 )o¢ = 1(61/1,-12) and 
I(tB/T-1a3)(X t X1) = 1(63/s-
163)(x) + I(61/S-1~1)(x1) =00 a.e. 
The Bernoulli endomorphism which has the unit interval 
1 .. 15 
~ 
(with Lebesgue measure) as its state space flill be c<JJ.lcd the unifor...a 
Bernoulli endornorphi ~'tIl. 
Corolla:r;y: 'lhe set of exact endomorphisms with infinite entropy 
contains a dense GS. The set of exact endomorphisms having the 
uniform Bernoulli endomorphism as a factor contains a dense G 8. 
Proof Theorems 1 and 3 show that the set of exact endomorpnisms 
T of X with 1(<'B/T-163) =00 a.e. i'O.1:'m a dense Gd'. Such endomo=phisrJs 
have the uniform Bernoulli endomorphism as a factor because i(ohlin' s 
measure theory [RJ gives a non-atomic o--algebra e as 3-'1. independent 
complement to rr163 (b..£. is independent of T-1 U3 and C V T-1 63' = 03). j;" 
IT T is an exact endomorphism and ~ = e V T-1 63 wnere 
t is non-atomic and t:. and T- 1ZS are independent, it is natural to 
ask if 11' is isomorphic to the uniform Bernoulli endomorphism. This 
kind of problem appeared in [Hi] where the iID,~tlression is given that 
the answer is affirmative. However the answer is negative as tie 
following reasoning shows. Take an exact endomorphism S that does not 
have a Bernoulli natural extension. (S exists because Ornstein [0] 
has shown the existence of Kolmogorov au tomorphisms which are not 
Bernoulli shifts.) Let V denote the uniform Bernoulli endomor~~su 
and put T = SXV. Then I(~/T-163) = 00 so that a non-atomic e exists 
with e V T-1!l3 = '60 and e independent of T-1(8 • However T is not 
isomorphic to V because any factor of the uniform Bernoulli endomorphism 
has a Bernoulli natural extension LOJ • 
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Hosenblatt [llosJ has di:3cussed related problems when e 
is atomic. The answer is nega~ive in this ca~e too. (see also [PoW] ). 
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§ 4. £t:fficasuros. 
In this section we considor some problems analocous to 7.ilose 
of the earlier sections. Rath::r th,"-ll fixing a measure and consid~ril16 
all transf'orrnations preserving it, He shall consider a f'ixed 
continuous tr2.!1sforma tion T:X -7X of a compact space and ztu.dy all the 
'l'-invariant measures on X whose infor.nation function is continu:;~s 
in a Gtrong sense. 
We shall study the case where T:X~X is a one-sided suos..--llft 
of finite type. This means there is a finite set C, with \e\ ele::lents, 
and a i e I ).. Ie \ matrix A whose entries are zeros and ones sO tha -: X 
7L+ 00 
is the subset of C·· defined by x::: 1" Xn 1 0 c X if and only if 
A(x
n
,x
n
+1 ) = 1 for all n ~ O. If C is given the discrete topolo3J and 
+ 
e
7L 
the product topolog,y then x: is a closed subset of the corn'pa.c~ 
;to 
metrisable space ell. • T:X4X is ciefined by (n)n = x
n
+1 ' n ~ o. 
T is a local homeomorphism. We shall ahvays assume T is topologically 
mixing, which is equivalent to as::mming there exists n'/ 0 with ,An 
having all entries strictly positive. 
let ~ = {g~ e(x): g") 0 and L_1 g(y) = 1 for all xE. X }. 
y<=T x 
If we equip ~ with the metric ~ def'ined by ~ (8'1 ,g2) ::: II log g1- log g21i~ 
( II • II <ill denotes the supremum norm on e(x», then ~ is a corJplete 
metric space. For g € ~ we C<:L'1 define Lg:C(X}~ e(x) by 
L f(x) = ~ 1 g(y)f(y). Since L is a positive operator and L (1) = 1, 
g yc=.T- x g g 
-)f-
its dual L maps the compact convex setm(X) of all Borel probabilities g 
* on X into itself. Therefore L always g 
in Y1leX) • Any member of 1YL(X) which is 
has at least one fixed point 
* a fixed point of L is called g 
a g-measure, [K]. '.These measures are important in the study of 
equilibrium states [wl. Let -meT) denote those members of' YT2(x) ",hich 
are T-invariant. 
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Lemma 3. [L}, [WJ. 
(i) fo;~s a g'-IIleasure if and only if ,.u~ 1ll(T)and I)4(t3/T-1"63)= -log g 
(ii) )L is a g-measure if and only' if j-lG'rT1(T) and h)T) = -JiOg g dJA 
(iii) A g-measure has support X. 
let my denote the collection of a.llg-measures as g runs 
through ~ • \ole have a natural map .": "TTl $-; ~ given by 1i~) = g 
if )J.. is a g-measure. It is unlmown if this map iT is injective or 
not. However it is known that 1T-1 (g) is a singleton for g in a dense 
subset of ~, ([X]. [\1]). \ve shall show in theorem 5 that 
19 £- ~ : TT-1(g) is a. singleton} contains a dense: G 6 • IT ~ k 
denotes the set of those g depending only on the first k coordinates 
(i.e. k is the least natural number with the property g(x) = g(y) 
i.f Xi = Y i 0 ~a ~ k-1 ) then '1'r -\g) is a. singleton for g c ~k. 
~ ~ k is liense in ~ • If F is a. 8'-measure for g E. ~ k then jJ- is 
a k-1 step l'farkov measure. We shall ca.ll the members of this family 
(IT-1( U ~k» strong Markov measures. They are supported on X. 
k 
* Let d denote a. metric on 1'lt(T) giving the weak -topology. 
111(T) is compact with this topology. Define a. metric D on 1Jl~ by 
D(~,.O) = d(r, \oJ) + ~ (If Cr),"fT( -0». 
Lemma. 4. 111 ~ is complete with respect to the metric. De 
Proof. Suppose ffln1 is a Cauchy sequence for D. Then ft-t
n1 is 
d . 
Cauchy for d and hence jJ. -7)-i. c meT) • Also II log p: - log gil ..." 0 
n ~ ~ 
for some g ~ ~ • It remains to show r is a 8'-measure and this .follows 
because I J JL h ~ = lim L h ~n = limSh % = h ~ for all hG C(X).// 
g n-';)cO ~ n~QO '/ 
The map 11 : 1YlS-'> ~ is clearly continuous. The topolo8Y' on 
'Pl~ given by D is strictly stronger than that given by d. 
iZ..+ 
\-/e shall illustrate this when X = {O, 1) • 
Define sn by ~(x) = i if (xo, •• ,xn_1) = (0,0, •• ,0) 
i if (xo, •• ,xn_1) = (1,0,0, •• ,0) 
i otherwise. 
If JAn is the unique sn-measure ~hen 'jJ-n is a '(n-1)-step l1a.=kov 
measure and one can show that P. ~ r where fA is the p..-od"t.lct 
measure with weights (~-,!) • fA is the g-measure for g;:: i but 
Jjlog ~ - log i llro-fr0. 
We shall denote the cylinder set {'x, x. =2.. 0~i~n-1J 1 1. 1., 
Proposi tion 5. let fJ- be a g'-measure and define ~ e ~ b7 
~(x) = f'L( [xO,x1,··,xn_11 )/j-L( [x1, ••• ,xn-1J ). ~en 
IIlog sn - log lSI! -> ° • (X) 
Proof. Since g is uniformly continuous we have 
cn ;:: sup f g(w)/g(z}: w. ;:: z .• 0~i~n-11-::>1 as n~OO • 1. 1. . 
Since d".u.T/~ = 1/g we have !-'- ( [x1, ••• ,xn-ll) = ( 1/g(z) <l:,u(z) ~o'··:::n~1 
and therefore g(x)/cn ~ }l ([iO'·· ,xn-1J)/ fl([x1,·· ,xn-1J ) ~ cng(:::). 
This gives IIgn - gJlt>O~ ° and Jllog sn - log g)\w-> ° .1/ 
Proposi ~ion 6. The strong 1·1a.rkov measures are dense in 7113 (usin6 
the metric D~. 
Proof. Let }l be a g-measure and define ~ as above. let jJ-n 
d 
,. " 
be the unique g -measure. It remains to show 
n )-t n ~).A. • It suffices 
to show tr..a.t for any given cylinder [aO'·· ,~j , fAn ( (&'0' •• ,y)-> 
)J.. ( [8.0' • • ,~ ). This follows because if n> k we have 
)Af\([ao'··,~l) = ;-t([3.o,··,~l) • 1/ 
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Let us call g irregular if fg(rffl)J:=o sepaxates points 
of X and Call fl €1Yl.g irregular if 1T (j"-) is irregular. It is 
clear that if g€.~ k and g takes distinct values on the cylinders 
of length k then g is irregular. 
Propos! tion 7. '!he irregular strong Harkov measures are dense in 1l2. S 
(using the metric D). . 
Proof. If F is a g--measure for g~ ~ k then approximate g by 
some g' (:, q k with dtstinct values on k-cylinders. The unique 
g'-measure JA-' will be close to fJ.. in the D metric. // 
~orem 4. !!he subset of 'mSconsisting of irregular measures 
contains an open dense set (using the metric D). 
Proof. Let go c~k take distinct values o~ k-cylinders. We 
shall sho'w there is a neighbourhood U of go in 5 which consists 
of irregular g's. !!hen 1!-1 (U) is open in 71L5 and the proof will 
be complete. 
Let e = min fJlog go([xo' •• 'Xk_11 ) - log go([Zo, •• ,zk_ll)1 & 
[xo'··'~_.j] I [zo''''~-ll J > o. 
Let u = .I8' E-~ : p(gtgo) < £/4 J • Let g €. lTO• 
If x r z there is some j with go(~x) f gO(Tjz) and so 
) log g(Tjx) - log g(Tjz)l ~ ~ log gO(Tjx) - tiO(Tjz) \ - £/2 ~ E./2 • 
Therefore each g ~ U is irregular. ~ 
If ~ is an irregular g--measure then the map 
¢ 
x--~ (g(x),g(TX), •••• ) is a homeomorphism of X onto a closed 
00 
subset of ~[o, 1] which conjugates T with the shift on 11 [0,1] • 
00 
The map ¢ g takes fJ- to a measure on ~ [0, 1J which is characterized 
by its n-fold characteristic functions (see f ~). Therefore an 
1.21 
open dense set of ~measures are characterized by a countable number 
of invariants. If f'-' is an irregular g'-mearsure and jI-,}A' 
the same invariants then ¢:~o ¢ :X-tX is a homeomorphism mapping g g 
).A to)'-t' and commuting with T. Therefore a:ny two irregular 
members of mg with the same invariants are related by a 
homeomorphism of X commuting with T. 
We next show that 'most' g6 ~ have a uniCJ.ue g-measure 
and that 'most' j-l €: 'Ill S are exact. 
Jheorem 5. 1 g €I ~: there is a unique ~easure J contains a 
dense Gcr i!l ~ • 
Proof. Let _ ffn1~ be dense in cCX). For natural numbers n,I:l,N 
and cGIR let Un m N = fgl.R: IILNf - c \I < 11m]. This is 
_ , ,c, -;) g n 00 
an open subset of g and therefore 
G c. We claim that 
~ 
rJ 
~ =n n u U 
nmcN 
U 
n,m,c,ll is a 
have 
~ = {gG~ : for all fE: C(X) there existc, c(r)t&' with I\Li f-c(£)II.., oj. g c:o 
_ r-..I 
If g belongs to this set then g C;; ~ • Conversely if -g (; ~ then 
for all n,m there exists c (n) and there exists N such that 
m 
"L:fn - cm(n) HO\:) < 11m. Since H Lg 1100 ~ 1 we have 
II L!f'n - cm(n) Hoo < 11m f'or all i ~ N. If' fA- is any €-Ineasure 
then I-J f'n d.f- - cm en) J < 11m so II L!fn - f f'n djL II ()O < 21m f'or 
all i> N , and for each n II Lif -Jf dull -) 0 as i.-o;>oo. gn n' ex;, 
Therefore \I L~f' ~J f ~IIC1O ~ 0 , for all f € C(X). :Each g~~ 
has a unique g-measure because if II Li £ - cCr) II -) 0 then g co 
J f dp. = cCr) for each B'-measure? Since U ~kC ~ ([w] ) 
1..-=1 
"-I 
we know that ~ is dense in ~ • II 
If .jJ-€.'1Yl(T) is such that T is an exact endomorphism relative 
to ]A then we will say ~ is exact. 
Theorem 6. ~ flm~: ~ is exact J contains a dense G cl in m S 
(with respect to D). 
00 
Proof. Let {fn1n=1 be dense in C(X). For natural numbers n,m,N 
let Un,m,N = ~ f-~m§: It L;(fLln - f fn dr 1\ (IQ < 11m J. Un,m,N 
is an open subset of 71lg and therefore V = n n U U is a Gd • N n,m,U . . n m 
Uslng the fact that 1I !;r(f"') l\ (1t1 ~ 1 we have 
V = l~"1flS: 1I~r-)f:-)f dJAU;> 0 for all ft: C(X)} • 
We claim that each }A l; V is exact. If JA E: V then 
JI~~(~f-ff~\ djA-'lO fo~all .fE.L1~) andtherefore 
flE}'- (fIn T-ns) - f f dp.1 dr = lim fI Er(f/T-nS) - Sf ~J 0/' = 
O' n~~ 
= limJi~Ln(ll)f - jf ~I dr = lim ft~n(ll)f" - ff" dr' dJ-l-' = 0 , n~oo Try- n-)~I Try-
for all £GL1~). 
00 
This sho'-1s that g T-nS is trivial relative to r and hence 
that jJ.. is exact. '''e know the strong Harkov measures are in V 
and these are dense by proposition 6.11 
SroTION 2. 
2.1 
11ixing Properties o.f Linear }1od 1 Maps of the Unit Interval. 
~·o. Introduction. 
Let T~tl (x) = f3X +c<. mod 1 for x~ [0.1) and 
Tn-.J (1) = lim Tn..t, (x), where 13> 1 and 0 ~ c<.< 1. 
1- x~1 II . 
It has been 
shown that Tf~ bas a. unique invariant probability measure jJ-(1~ 
absolutely continuous with respect to Ie~esgue measure 1 , [p 1], [01. 
Such transformations axe the' simplest' of a larger class of 
piecewise 02 and monotonically increasing functions of [O,i] whiCh 
also have smooth invariant measures [1. Y] • The mixjng properties 
of £'unctions r in this class have been studied for r--~ 2 (where 
P = int.f'·(x» and in some cases for p ~ l~, [W 1] ) [B] • 
In this paper we study the spectral and mixing properties 
of T~ for 1 <: f3"< 2 and 0 < 0(. < 1 , determi nj ng the support of 
the m~asure JAp.J.. (see also [H 2J ),. the subclass of weak :Bernoulli (WE) 
transformations arld completely determining the spectral properties 
of those transformations whiCh are not ~ 
Eenceforth we shall write T for T~~ and fA for ~~ as: 
their dependence on p and 0( is understood. It ct+f.> > 2, T has 
two or more discontinuities and we shall refer to suCh transformations 
as T (x) = Ax + 0{ mod 1 ,T (1) = lim T (1) with invariart 
n r' n n x~1n 
probability fln' ~,here n < fl + oL n ~ n+1 ; and we reserve the 
notation T, r ' t{ for those tl."Ulsformations with one discontinuity 
only. 
~e following facts are already known concerning these 
transformations 
1) there exists a T (Tn) invariant probability fl ()An) with f«l, 
(J!n « 1). given by r (E) ~ L b(x) ell where 
00 . 
hex) = K L (!-n(X ' ...n (x) - 'X..n (x») and K is a 
0--0 r (0, '.I.' (1)] [0, '.I.' (0)] 
~mallzing factor [p 1] • 
-_ .. _-- - ~ ._--- - - --. --- .. ----.-------.~'-"""'------ .--=--"-----
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2.) only one such T (Tn) -invariant p~babllity measure P- (Yn) 
exists, there;fore T (Tn) is ergodic with respect to r (rn) [c] • 
3) T (Tn) is WB ;for the ;following cases 
(i) ti.=O, (ii) (?>+t4.~7L (iii) ~~2 [A.W] W~ [5]. 
4) a. for ~ '7 2 spt JAn = [0,1] ;for all n,?- 2. 
h. for 2) ~) 2i 
(i) apt r- = [0,11 , 
(ii) spt)-l2 = [O,1J "(T2(1),T2(0» for 1/p ~ c(2~3f3 -1- p>2/p ) 
(iii) spt JA2 = [0,1] for c(2< 1/p or o{2 ') 3~ -1- f30 2 /~ [C] . 
.l. 
5) a. for 22 < (3 < 2 T is WB [BJ 
b. for p < l~ and ~ =(2 -~/2 T is not WB; and for 
I n+1 / n 21 2 < f3 ~ 21 2 T has an eigenvalue a ~th ... root of 
w"1'!-h. 2n 1/'l? 
uni ty 1\ T WB on each of' its invariant sets. For f3 = 2 
T is periodic l·1arkbv 'With period 2n [p 2J • 
6) IIoibauer [H 1] has studied the maximal measures of T and T2 
and these he shows to be unique and equal to f and f2 
respectively. In [iI 2], using symbolic dynamics, the regions in 
the (~, o()-plane for which the supports of r and t 2 are not 
maximal are determined. 
In ~1 ",e show that for a certain range of values of 0(2' 
T{3~ is. isomorphic to Tf3~' for some ot I wi th P + 0(' < 2. 
Following similar methods to Bowen in (B] , ,..~ give sufficient 
conditions for T and T2 to be weak mixing) which is know. to be 
a sufficient condition for weak Bernoullicity (B] • Using this re~t 
we prove T2 is WB for 13 > it. 
In § 2 we study certain types of periodic points of T 
and show T (T2) is WB if and only if sptf (f'2) is maximal, . 
. with the exception of a countable set of periodic Na-rkov cases; 
--- ---~------. _._------._" -"-; .... 
and 1£ T is not WB, {sptr--)C contains a periodic n-cycle 
for some n. The precise regions in the ( r ,0() -plane in which 
T is WB are given. 
In § 3 we determine the eigenvalues of all those transformations 
. T (T2 ) which are not WB. 
We shall use continually the following results: 
Theorem A [LeY] 
let f be a piecewise 02 function of [0,1] such that 
inf Jf'(x)J>1 , then there is a finite collection of closed sets 
10' 11, •• ,In 1n [0,1J such that . 
(i) I j is a fin! te union of closed intervals O~j~n 
(ii) if klj then ~(\Ij is fWte 
n 
(iii) U I j = [0,11 
° (iv) for j '" ° fI. = 1. a.e. (1) and int 1
J
. contains at J J 
least one discontinuity of ". f or f' 
(V) there exists f 1, f 2 , •• , fn in L
1[0,1) (such that 
the mea[;IUreS . f 11, ••••• fnl are positive f -invariant 
probabilities with supports 11, •• , In respectively. 
![heorem B [n] 
If f satisfies the conditions of Theorem A and f is 
weak mixing with respect to m, m « 1, then the natural extension 
\,If f is WB e 
Notes 1) All measures considered in this section will be absolutely 
continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure 1 e 
2) In some of the above results we have confused the maps 
T and Tn with the maps ~[b, 1) and Tn} [0, 1) respectively. 
As all measures under consideration are absolutely continuous with 
respect to 1 ~ this does not affect the measure theoretic properties 
studied here and the results we deduce will hold for both these maps. 
In the follo\"ing when we write T(x) = (.?>X +c( mod 1 it is to be 
understood that T(1) = lim T(x). 
x'1 
I would like to ackno .... 'led.ge my indeptedness to the works 
of R.Cabane and F. Hofbauer for initiating this study. 
~ -t poC:,.-, 
.. ~ [3~ -~ -1''-1 2-l. ~ -+ 0( ~ " f> - , :: 2f$ -2.~ -
-:;. 2-f5 -, " -\ fS -I fS'--r=-(! +~'L ~ r +.1. '> I ~ ~ '> l. .- ~ 
~ 
3. ~,.:: ~~-I-p .~ 
: 2-(f> -I) - jS(t>- -.) -=- 7. _ p. 
4-. 
't T x :: 
~ 
~ p(l-~) -2 
""2. (f-') 
I -0<. 
s x. <:. I 
(5 -I 
:: ?(jS-l) -f>{f-') 
, (F - I) v 
... 
~ Sx.. ::. J- T(,-x) is 
Sx • f?C- + 1( (......,..,l~) ~ y~ '2- 0( - f 
L-=-p ~ ¥ < LJ 
'2.. 
f1. A simple isomorphism and conditions for weak BeI'noullicity. 
Theorem 1. IT 1/ (0 ~!X2 ~ (3(3 - 1-f3~/f3 : ~ . and -
d = (~ol2 - 1 )/(p - 1) then T(x) = f3 x + 0<.. mod 1 is measure 
theoretically isomorphic to T2(X) = f> x + 0(,2 mod 1 • 
Remarks. 1. J3 + 0<. ~ 2 and p + 0\.. 2 > 2. 
2. spt f'l2 C [O.T2(1)] U [T2(O),1] t r?J. 
2 3. As 0(2 ranges from 1/f3 to (3 f3 - 1-P )/~ , c<.. 
'ranges from 0 to '2 - ~~ • 
4. \ole need only consider the cases when d... ~ (2 - ~ )/2 
and 0(2 ~ (3 - (3 )/2 t for the cases when 
c( > (2 - f3 )/2 and c<.2 > (3 - (3 )/2 are covered by 
the maps 1 - T(1 - x) and 1 - T2(1 - x) t which 
are also linear mod 1 maps. 
Proof of Theorem 1. 
We consider three cases 
a) {3~(1 + S~)/2 and 1/(3 ~ o{2 ~ (3(3 - 1-~2)/f3 ox 
• 
1 < (3 < (1 + S!)/2 and (2~- (32+1.)/(p+1)~ o(2~ 2/(f>+1) 
1 < f3 < (1 + Si)/2 b) and 1/f3~ 0(2 < .(2p_ p 2+1)/«(3+1) 
c) 1 < (3) < (1 + 5i )/2 and 2/( P+1) < 0(2 ~ (313 -1- J?»2)/ r · 
By remark 4, c) is similar to b) and we need not consider it 
seperately. 
Case a). These conditions ensure that 
(iiY (2-ol2)/f3 ~ T2(O) and T2(O) ~ T~(O) and 
(iii) T(O) ~ (1-(;()/~ and T(1) ~ (1-o()/{3. 
See diagram 1a • 
. ' '.' I 
, . '," I 
t (e.) ~ flo - 2 t -, + (,s~')o(2. 
(b - I. 
• 
Let A2 = ( O,T~~~~ ) 
B2 = ( T~(1),T2(1) ) 
C2 = ( T2(O),T~(O) ) 
. . ',' 2 
D2 = ( T2(O)~1 ) 
and let 
then 
then 
then 
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2 l(~) = ~o(2+ f?> -2 P + 0(2-1 , 
2 
1(B2 ) = 3 ~ - {3 - 130(2-1 t 
1(C2 ) = (30(2-1, 
leA) = ( f?,o(.2-1 )/( P. -1), A = ( O,T(O) ) then 
:s = ( T(O),(1-ot)/P. ) then 
C ~ ( (1- 00/(3 , T( 1) ) then 
D = ( T(1),1 ) then 
l(B) =' (2- 01.2- f3c<2)/( ~ -1) , , ~'J,.-:l~_' ~ (f->TI)oI.~/(3.-1 
l(C) = ~~ fe(2)/{~-1),. and 
leD) = (3F' - ~ 2_ t3ol2-1 )/( J3 -1) • 
. . 
-. , 
T2 eov~l"~ . -tu,.,l<:.A. A2 and D2 , and. c.;C.,JQ..\""!o Crlc,c2. B2 and C2 ., 
T ,a,,,~ ~ + UJ ic.'4£. B and C. and c.ovcU'SO('\~ A and D. 
Define a map ¢f [6, 1]~X , where X = [0,1J" (T2( 1 ),T2(O» , such 
that ¢ is linear,with gradient f3-1 , on ea.ch of the inte~B 
A, B, 0 and D , and ¢(A) = O2 ' ¢(B) = D2 ' ¢(O) = A2 and ¢(D) = B2• 
EXplicitly define ¢ by 
¢(x) = (~-1)x + 0(2 ~ C2 ' for xGA 
¢(x) = (~-1) (x-T(O» + T~(O) G D2 , for xb:S 
(l(x) = (f'-1)(x- (1-c<.2)/(f3-1»lS~2 : forx:e.~, 
¢(x) = (~-1 )(x-T( 1» + T~( 1) e ~2 ~ ~q~ ~ e.~, •• 
.. - . 
¢ is defined a.e.jJ-- , measurable and invertible a.e. It is easy to 
check that ¢ commutes with T and T2 , and by the uniqueness of 
fA and jL 2 we have ¢ t' = 1"2 ' giving T ¢ T2 • 
Case b). In this case 
(i) T2(1) < (1- G(2)/P :9 ~(1) > oC.. 2 ' 
(ii) T2(O) < (2-o(2)/~ =) T~\O)~T2(0) and ~(1) > T~(O) and 
(iii) T( 1) < (1- ot)/l3 • 
See dia.gr:a.m 1b. 
Let A2 = ( O,T2(1», B2 = ( T2(O), T~(O»), 
O2 = ( ~eO),T~(1) ), D2 = ( T~(1),1 ) 
and A = ( O,T(O) ) , B = ( T(O),T(1) ) , 
0= (T(1),(1':'«-)/p.,), D = ({1-cl)/f3,1). . 
c..ov e.. "" s on Ct:L • cO I.IQ...t-5 c..::t. -h....::> l c.a.. 
T2 is 1-co-'t -oA A2 ,B2 ' and D2 and .2-to-1 en c2• 
(.D \I e.r S 0 (\ Ct:L <:0 ve...,...5 eo -h..."l cQ.. 
T is 1 te 1 On A ,0 and D, and. 2-te-1 eft ~ •. 
Also 1(A2)( P -1) = l(D), I(B2)(~ -1) = leA) , 
1(02)(~ -1) = leE) and I(D2)( p-1) = I~C). 
As in case a) , we can define a map ~: [0, 1J ~ X which is linear 
and bas gradient {3 -1 on each of the intervals A, E, a and D, 
and where 'P(A)::: B2 , r (B) = O2 t ~ (0) = D2 and. reD) = A2~ 
\\' is defined a.e. ft-' invertible a.e. and commutes with T and T2• 
~s (T, f') ; (T2, ;.c.2) • II 
The followiIJ.g corollary follows directly from Result 5, page 2.2, 
and Theorem 1 • 
A 2 
Corollary. (i) T2 is WE for ~ '722 and 1/~ ~ ~ 2 ~ 3~ -1- f> 1f3 • 
(ii) For the symmetric transformations 
T2(x) = (3x + (3- P.)/2 mod 1 with (3 ~ if! weak 
l3ernoullici ty breaks down ; and 
n . 
T2(x) = 21/2 x + (:;- ~)/2 mod. 1 is periodic Maxkov, 
2n period 2n, with T WB on each of its invariant 
sets, n ~1 • 
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Diagram 1a. 
T 
/ 
/ / 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ T),(o) 
~4 ~z. 
r.- ~ 
Diagram 1b. 
T 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
T:Cc) / '1z(t) 
TCQ I-J. h:l ijlC) ~~ TiO) ~ _1 f\ f:o 
Conditions for weak Bernoullicity. 
The ;following three lemmas and. theorem are a simplification 
of those in [B] , applied specifically to linear mod 1 
transrormations. They give sufficient conditions for T and T2 
to be weak mixing and thus WB (Tileorem B). 
Theorem 2. T and T2 can only have eigenvalues which are nth -IOots 
of unity ,for n GIN. 
Let @ "be the ;artition 1 (aO,a1), (a1,a2) 1 where aO = 0, 
a 2=1, and 3,1= (1- «')/(3 ; and let 192 be the partition 
1 (aO,a1), (8.1 ,a2 ), (a2,a~) J ",);lere ao::.:(),~=1, a1= (1- t;(2)/ P ; and 
3,2= (2- 01..2 )/(3 • 
In the following we shall only consider (T2, f' 2) however 
similar (simpler) analysis gives the result for (T,6» also. 
Let h be the density function Of}t2 where 
hex} = X ( L 1/(3 n - L 1/ f3 n) and K is a normalizing X~(1) X<~(O) 
factor [P1]. 
k 
L:mlma. 1. If Al: V T;nfiJ2 , A:f ¢ and AO faO,a1,3,2,aJ = ¢ o 
k-1 
then T2(A) G V T;nfJ 2 • o 
k 
Proof. Let A = fL T;n(ai ,Pi +1) where eland a i +1 
n-v n n n n 
elements of £ aO,a1 ,a2,a3 J • 
where k -n+1( ) B = n T2 a i ,a! +1 • 
n=1 n n 
To show T2(A) = B tit is enough to show Be T2(a.· ,a. 1). ~O ~O+ 
T2 maps (a. tal 1) monotonically onto a.:l interral which ~O 0+ 
intersects B (as A I ¢ ) • 
are 
and A contains a. or a. l' which is a contradiction. // 
l.0 l.0+· '/ 
Lemma 2. Given 0> 0, for sufficiently large N there exists a 
N 
set of subsets AN of V T;n OJ 2 such that 
n=O 
(i) A(Vl A} ) 1-1{ A€,'N and 
(ii) h(x}/h(Y) G [e-¥,e'ltJ :for x,y in 
Proof. m m 
let hm(X} = X( ~ 1/~n - ~ 1/(3n}. 
x<~(1) X<~(O) 
Consider the points 1 ~(1) , ~(O)l :=1 • 
N 
For large N1 these points can be contained in atoms of V1T;na:>2 
n=O 
of total jL2-measure less than 
00 
\ hex) - hm(x}l = xl L 1/ (1n 
. m+1 
X<~(1) 
00 
Given f > 0 ,choose m so that \ 2K L 1/ i3 n , < E /2 • ~en 
m+1 
N 
chOOse N1 so that if Af:~1T;ntP2 and An 1~(1), ~(Oiln:1 = ¢ 
we must have I hex) - hey) 1 ~ £ for x,y~A since hm(X):: hm(Y) 
fo.r all x,yc A • 
!fue set of all such A has measure greater than 1-C£S' /2) • 
Now choose £)0 so that h(x)jh(y}E: [e-~,e~J • 
Let N = N1 for this £ • 
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Lemma 3. Given ~ > 0 , there exists }l such that for m ~ 0 we 
m+l'I 
can find a collection of atoms 63 = lBm+I~ V T;np2 with 
n=O 
~.-11 ---
(ii) A(B)/ fl./B) €- (?2(~ B)0-2(~ B1 [e-:r,e!] for 13 CBE@ and 
(iii) jJ- 2( U B» 1- ~ • ]E-S 
Proof. Condition (i) holds for B unless at least one of the sets 
where L is a constant (h is a bounded fuction). 
m+l'l-k 
At most 6 atoms of V T;n f'2 are adja.cent to l' aO,a1 ,a2,a~ 1 . 
n=O '" 
m+M 
Thus the total measuxe of all ] E; V T-
2
n X"l2 w~th ~ n fa a a' a ( .1 r!. 
v-.. TZB.r 0' l' 2' 3~ T P 
n=O 
. 6 -(M-tm-k) 
1S at most L~ . • 
m+M 
So we can find a class ~ of atoms of V T-n p satisfying 
n=O 2 2 
condition (i) such that fo2( U :B» 1-( ~/3) • 
BE:n3 
For DeBE. lE , 
P2(~ B) = f~ hey) dy = ~ h(~(x» I ~/(x) I dx where ~I =f3n. 
'1'2:3 B . 
Thus fA 2(~ B) = f3 m C h(~(x» Ox = f'm C h(~(x» .h(x) (be and. J'B J'B hex) 
u (~ B) = c>. m r h(~(x» .h(x) dx that is, 
,-2 2 f'" JB htx) 
)J. (~]3) = ~ m C h(~(X».dU and u (~ B) =p m ( h(~(x»df..l., • 
2 2 J:B hex) /2 / -2 2 JB hex) I' 
2.12 
By lemma 2 . hex) and h(~(X» will each va:r:y on B by at most 
a mul tiplica ti ve factor in [ e -lI3, e 113 ] when M is large , except 
when B or ~ are in certain small sets of total measure < 2 J 13. 
Therefore there is a set of atoms ~ of total measure greater 
than 1- j such that Ji2(rt;. 'D)I f1.2(rt;.8) E: P2(i)/ fL2(B) [e -2~/3 ,e21/ 3], 
so ~2(D)/?2(B) G-ft2(~B)/fl2(~)' [e-'J,e~] for Bc..B l:~ • 1/ 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let F be a bounded measurable fUnction of 
[0,1] and "t€: C suen that F(T2(x» = ~F(x) for a.a.(P2) x and. 
III = 1 • 
M 
let m >0 , ~> 0 and em be the class of atoms C ~ V T?'"fJ2 n=O 
BUch that 
l'!+m 
(i) there exists atoms BC; V T;n.6' 2 with ~BCC 
n=O 
(ii) B <= (8 of lemma 7; and mtH ~ 
(iii) P.2(BG~ :~) > :.1- {1 .. ~ 
m+IvI 
Then }J2( U C) > 1- b1 • We can pick C, with U 2(O)·;> 0 , Oce I· 
m 
and ~ -700 such that 
(i) C €; e for all k and 
~ 
(ii) gi.~en ii> 0 there exists a set K such that F\K is 
continuous and J12(K) ') 1-(1- £'1) S fAr-(O) • 
For a.t least one atom B ElB,\:iM with T~ = C we rust have 
Chose k large enough so that for x,yGK 
implies I F(x) - F(Y) \ < S • 
by at most 6 on B flK so F varies by at most 6' 
(as ',,(:1 = 1 ) • 
NoJ' 'T~ = 0 and by lemma 3 
Then F varies 
on T;(BnK) 
Thus F varies by at most ~ on a subset of C of measure 
. ~ 
greater than 1- cf e ~2(C). 
Now let d -:> 0 ; end we have F constant on C. 
'lhe above holds for all Cine. (S) where 
E«(B) = to GiT;nIf'2' 0'= em £or infinitely many m J and 
we have p. 2( e (CE»)/ 1-281 • 
L:!tting 61-> ° we get a countable set of disjoint open intervals 
IF = tI1 ,12, •••• J such that F is fl2-equivalent to a constant 
M ~n each I j • Each I j is an atom of Vj T;no-'2 tor some Mj 
n=O 
and LJ 2(UI.) = 1. I~ j J . 
Now F is constant on ~ I j a.e.P2 and as IT;n Ij1n~I'N'cannot 
be a. disjoint set of intervals we have .. t n = 1 tor some n"> ° · h' 
f 7 
Corollary 1. For 21/n+1 < (3 ~ 21/ n T and T2 can only have 
eigenvalues Nth-roots of unity, where N ~n • 
Proof. Similar reasoning applies to T so we shall prove for T2 
only. 
N 
. Let F be an eigenfunction such that Fr2 = 1: F with 't: = 1. 
~:a call an open i..lterval U A-ppsitive it h(x»O a.e 1 for xE U. 
For r€- 6:, U is a maximal :t.-interval if 
(i) U is A-positive and open 
(ii) F(x) = r a.e. on U, and 
(iii) if V.:lU and V satisfies (i) and (ii) then V = U • 
L:!t r be the value of F on 11 (see Theorem 2). 
L:!t U1,U2, ••• be maximal 1'-intervals with 1(U1) ~ l(Uk ) tor k>1. 
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Define intervals WO' W1, •• , WN by 
Wo = U1 and Wj +1 = longest ~2-POsitive interval contained in T2(Vj ). 
As F(Wj ) = r1;'j ,these Wj are disjoint for j <N and F takes 
the same value on Wo and W}l. 
!Q.iEl1. Wj +1 = T2(Wj ) unless Wj contains a discontinuity of T2• 
2. Only one W. (j < N) can contain one of the discontinuities. 
J 
For suppose P1 and P2 are these disconinuities with 
P1 bWj :and P2 l':W. , j1 f j2 ' othen o T2W. n T2W. ,,¢. 1 J2 J 1 J 2 
So F takes the same value on T2W, ('t T2W. which is a 
J 1 J 2 
contradiction. 
Now Sl,ippose no Uj contains a. discontinuity for j < N then 
.':, 
. ON 
l(WN) = J3 l(Wo) and this contradicts the ma.xjrna1 i ty of l(Wo). 
Therefore one of the intervals contains a discontinuity for j < N 
and we have l(vIN) ~ (3 Nl (Wo)/2 • 
Since l(WO) ~ l(WN) it: follows that N~n. 
Corollary 2. T2 is WE for ~ > 2t • 
Proof. For 1/(3 ~ «2 ~ (;~ -1- p2)/p we have the result by 
Theorem 1 and (B] • 
Suppose o{2 < 1/43 or cX2 > (;13 -1- ~2)/ ~, since from corollary 1 
T2 cannot have any eigenfunctions except the constants,and by 
Theorem B, T2 is WB. 
Corollary 3. Let 21/n+1 ~ (?> ~ 21/ n then to prove T (or T2) is 
WB it is sufficient to prove T, T2 ••• ,~ (T2, ~, •• ,~) are 
ergodic with respect to JA ~2) • 
2.15 
§2. Periodic Points of T, the support of M and a 'simple' ) 
condition for weak Bernoullicity. 
Let P = (1- o{)/~ be the point of discontinuity of T(x)= rx+O( !!lod 1. 
Definition1. Z is a p~riodic point of T, of period ~. if ~z = z, 
and ~Z r z for 0<. i < n • We call the set {.fz ]~~ an 
n-cycle of T. 
2. fZ1'Z2, •• ,zn1 is an n(k)-gYcle of T, if it is an 
n-cycle'" and "z1< z2< ••• <Zn_k < P <zn_k+1 "" ••• < zn • 
Remark. We need only consider transformations with n(k)-cycles 
where k ~ n/2. For if T has an n(k)-cycle where k> n/2 then 
1-T(1-x) has an n(n-k)-cycle and. n-k<n/2. 
n 
Primary cycles. Le"!; f z:, be an n(k)-cycle such that i). 1 
and"let d1 and. d2 
d -1 
T 1 (~) = zn_k+1 
~= 
be the smallest positive integers satisfying 
(i.e. d1k = n-k+1 and d2k+1 = n-k ) • 
(2.2) 
We call fz.l n a primary n(k)-cycle if it satisfies condition (2.1) ~ 1=1 
d d ~ T 1(O»p and T 2(1) <P • 
A ~~J n(k)-cycle which satisfies,fUrther,the condition) 
T(1)~ ~+1 ~ T(O) ~ zk is a primary n(k)-cycle of type A. ; 
otherwise we call it a primary n(k)-cycle of type B , (in this case 
f zk+1' z.tc 1 fl (T( 0), T( 1 » T ¢ ) • 
Notes. 1. Primary n(k)-cycles are characterized by the graph of' rJ? 
which has z1, •• ,zn as fixed points and only n+1 discontinuites -
since f T-~ J is a one point set for 0 (i~ n-2 and a two point 
, \ 
.. , , 
set for i = n-1. See diagrom 2. 
2. An n(k)-cycle can only be primary if (n,k) = 1 , 
i. e. n is coprime to k. 
Secondary 91c1es. If 
n 
( z.1 is an n(k)-cycle which satisfies 
1 . 1 1= 
ei ther (i) condi tion (2.1) and n2..i condition (2.2) 
. 0" 0.1\.1;1 o+~(' caSQ.. 
or (ii) (n,k) :f 1 ,,,(in \olhich case either T(zn);> ~ or 
T(z1)< ~+1 ' and [T(O),T(1)J contains at least 
two points or the cycle.) 
then we call this a seconda;Y n(k)-cycle • 
/ 
I 
I , 
, 
.. ---.J' 
/\ 
~ I , 
I 
:, I I 
,--- - - - I-/ • I 
" 
I 
T(o) 
Diagr;am 2. Elca.mple n = 4 , k = 1 • 
/ 
I 
, 
/, I , 
. I 
I , 
, T-lpl 
I 
I 
, : 
. . 
/ I 
/, I 
---t I 
, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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We shall now analyse these cycles to determine under what conditions 
they occur • 
Let [1]n= i Oi 1·.·in 
[()In= hJ11···hn 
LZ1]n='PoP1···Pn 
[z] = r 
n n or1 ••• rn 
where ij=O il' ~(1) ~P or i j =1 il Tj (1»P 
where h.=O if Tj(O)$ P or h.=1 if' ~(O»P 
J J 
where pj=O if Tj(z1)~ or Pj =1 if ~(Z1»P 
where r.=O if T~(Z )~p or r.=1 if ~(z »p 
J n . J n 
Lemma 1. A primary n-cycle exist if and only if, 
i O=1;' hO~~ ij=hj for 1 ~ j ~ n-2 ~ in-1=1, hn-1=O; and 
i =0, h =1 • 
n n 
Proof. From the definition of a primary cycle, if a primary 
cycle exists then the above conditions hold immediately. 
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Suppose the above conditions bold for i j and h j , O~· j~ n. 
Then T-n+2p G (T(O),T(1» as in-1 =f hn-1 and {T-n+1pJ consists 
of two points. Hence rJ!l has only n+1 discontinui ties. 
As x tT-~, rf1 takes value ~(x) l' ~-i-1 (1) and 
as x {,T-~, ~ takes value ~(x)t rr.n-i - 1(O). 
Our conditions imply that ~-i-1(1)") T-ip and ~i-1(O) ~ T-1p • 
Therefore between any two discontinuities of rf1 we get a fixed 
point, giving a primary cycle of T. 1/ 
n 
Corollary. If {z 3 is a primary n-cycle then ~s. 1 
' 1= 
d ( n 
Lemma. 2. Suppose T has a secol¥3XY n(k)-cycle t.zJ 
A 1 1=1 
with 
Proof. Consider seperately the two types of secondar,y cycles 
d 
(i) If' condition (2.1) is satisfied but T 1(0) <:P we have 
~ld = 1i1i 2··id _110 and [old = Oh1h2 •• bd _.01 and 1 1 1 1 
by theminimality of d1 (see (2.2» ij=hj for 1~j~d1-•• 
:?rom lemma. 1 T has a primary d1!...cycle. d 
(If (2.1) is satisfied bat T 2(1»P then T has a 
primary d~!..cycle similarly.) 
(ii) If (n,k) ~ 1 then [T(O),T(1}] contains at least two points 
of the cycle. Consider [~ (T( 0), T( 1 J] 1 ~ . 
1.=1 
Choose the smallest integer t such that pE: Tt-lcT(o),T(l). 
Then i j =hj ror 1 ~ j ~ t-2 ~ iO = it-1= 1 ., ho = ht-l= 0 
h t = 1. 
By lemma. 1 T has a primary t-cycle.// 
l';emma. 3. If 10 'I- ¢ then 10 contains an m-cycle of T. 
Consider the sequence of closed intervals [T-j Jj.} :: • 
and 
By theorem A Io'b contains only a rinite number or disjoin~ in-;°rva.ls, 
E~ T-kJi C J i for some iE. 11,2, •• ,I-I 1. 
HOvlever T is onto, so this is true ror all i E f1 ,2, •• ,.H} • 
Therefore each maximal interval in 10 contains a periodic :point of T~ 
Theorem 3. T is WE if' and only if' spt)4- = (0,11, wi. th the 
: exception of a countable se-to:f periodic Markov transfo~tions 
with sptr = [O,lJ also. 
P.roof'. 
By the 
SU:PPOse T is not w:s and 21/M+1 < f ~ 21/ H • 
til corollary to theorem 2, T has an eigenvalue an n -root 
o:f unity ror n~ M. Choosing the largest such n, we have se-:s 
We shall show that either 10 1 ¢ or T is periodic ¥arkov • 
:By theorem A, I j = i~r raji ' bjJ where [aji,bjJ is Co 
maximal interval in I j , 1 ~ i ~ r j <co and 1 ~ j ~ n • 
-1 Now T 1. £ 1. 1 U I for 2 ~ j ~ n J J- 0 
Consider ~j' either 
and T-~I£I uI • 
n 0 
(i) rf1r. S 1. and n. ~ I. for some j = 1, •• ,n , in which 
J J J' J 
case 10 f ¢.' or 
(ii) n. = I. for all j=1, •• ,n and rf1 fixes each maximal 
J J 
interval of I. where j=1,3,4, •• ,n and j ~ 2. For if 
J 
not, it permutes the intervals of some I. and .flk fixes 
J 
the intervals for some k >1 • But this contradicts the 
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maximality of n, so rj = 1 for j = 1,3,4, •• n and r 2 = 2. 
Therefore 1T(0),T(1») ~ I} • 
Since rf! fixes the intervals 1j , (where [0, b2;I v [a22 , 1J 
is regarded as an interval ), the end points of these 
intervals are fixed points. 
By the maximali ty of n their period is exactly ;l. . 
Therefore ta11,a31,a41, •• ,an1,a22 J and. f b11.b21,b31,··,bn11 
are n-cycles. 
Since (T(0),T(1» ~ I} 
(T(O) ,T( 1» n 13011 ,a31 ,·· ,a22 J = ¢ 
(T(0),T(1»f1 fb11,b21, •• ,bn1J = ¢ 
cycles of type A. 
and J •• ~ 
both cycles are primar,y 
By note 1 page 2.15 they are the same cycle, thus 10 = ¢ • 
As ~j = 1 j fof j=1, •• ,n, rf1kj x = 2x mod1 for j=1 ,3, •• ,n 
and rrPI x ~ 2x mod1 , by the isomorphism given in Theorem 1 , 
"'II 
2 
that is , T is periodic }axkov with period n. 
Thus if T is E2! \f.B then either (i) aptr:f [O,1J or 
(ii) spt = [O,1J and T is periodic l>1a.rkov and this can 
only happen when p = 21/ n for some n. There are "(n) values 
01.... can take in this Case (~= 21/ n ), where I is the Mer function, 
one value for each primar,r n(k)-cycle, (n,k) = 1. 
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Suppose 10-1--1. 10 contains am m-cycle ;for some m (lema. 3) • 
Choose the smallest integer n such that 10 contains an n-cycle. 
let zl < z2< •• < zn be an n(k)-cycle in 10 for some k. 
n 
Suppose (i) IZill is a primary cycle of type A. 
\ole have zk~T(O) <T(l)~ ~+1 . giving 
and 
'+1 ' r (1)~ ct~*1 for 1 ~i~ n •. 
Therefore (z, ,z. l' for l.$' i ~ n-1 and ~ ~+1l 
[o,z11 U' ~n' 1] are invariant under rf1 and so T is 
not 'WB. See diagram 3. 
-;- -
/ 
(ii) zl < •• ~ zn is a primary cycle o;f type B then 
f~'~+11 n (T(O),T(1» contains one point. 
Without loss in generality suppose ~ G (T(O),T(.). 
Let J i .be the ma.ximaJ. interval in 10 containjng zi 
for lSi~ n • 
Then Jk C (T(O),T(1» ,(as t~(O), Tj (1)1 C s:P~ for all i). 
Consider T-1Jk £ In VJk where Jk £ (0,z11 and 
,.., 
Let W1 be the maximal interval in 10 containing Jk 
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and let W 1 be a periodic s-point of T contained in W 1 , 
for some sG rN (lemma 3) • 
Then TS\{1:> W1 t TV11 ':::> Jk and ~Jk J Jk -
\fuence ~-11 () W1 1 ¢ and by the maxjma~ i ty of \011 in Io 
W1 c. n 1 • Therefore s divides n .. 
Consider rf!, this has at least s+n .fixed points but 
only n+1 discontinuities. Since ~ n > 1 this is 
\.z1 n impossible.~.Therefore L.: ~ 
1 
of me :s. 
cannot be a pr~J ~Jcle 
(iii) {Z1 , •• t Z
n 
1 is a secondary n(k)-cycle. 
By lemma 2 T has a primary s-cycle for s <n • 
Let this cycle be f w1 t •• tWsl • 
By the mininJality of n, {W1 t •• ,wal ¢ 10 and so by (1) 
and (ii) above t w1 , •• ,Ws 1 musi be a primary s(k' )-cycle 
of type D for some k'. . s Consider T t this has s+1 
discontinuities. 
Without loss in generality Suppose T(1»wk '+1. 
Choose some ZjG ~(0),T(1)1 _ See diagram 4. 
Let J j be the ma.tima.l interval in IO contai.ning Zj. 
(' ro 
!Lhen \. T-i J.J contains a sequence or closed intervals 
J .=0 ~-
which converges either to wk ' or to wk '+1. 
Thus t:lther wk ' or wk '+1 is in IO ' which is a contradiction. 
Therefore if 10 1= ¢ ,10 contains a primary n-cycle of type A and 
T has an eigenvalue an nth_root of unity and so is not 'WB ~ 
Corollag •. ,If T is not WE then T has a primary n-cycle of 
type A (where (3 n~ 2) and rf! supports n invariant measures 
p1, •.• , p'n where spt;1 = [Ti(0),~(1)] for 1 ~ i~ n-1 and 
sptpn = f9,~(ll]'V [~(O),1]. 
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mol is isomorphic to ~ nx+ cl~ mod 1 (by ~ J@,~(1)] U[?(O),1] 
~eorem1), and 
rrPf is isomorphic to -1[';(0),T\1~ 
• r3 nx + at. mod 1 for some 0( ! r ~ ~ 
where 1 ~ i~ n-1 • 
/ 
- .... --
/ 
I 
I 
/ I / I ~.t; t I -y1b) ml) 
Wk, as,tl 'vII"";-l. 
To determine all the transformations T~Gt that are not 
WB it is sufficient to determine all values of f3 and 01.. for which 
primary n(k)-cycles of me A exist, where ~ ~ 21/ n and (n,k):: 1. 
n 
Let {zJ. be a primary n(k)-cycle of type A , with 
1..=1 
k < n/2 and n = mk + s where s < k. Then 
Z1 (' z2 < •• < Zs < zs+1 < •• < z(m-1 )k+s < P < Z(m-1 )k+s+1 < •• <zn 
and by (2.3) and (2.4) 
[oJ = Oi1 ••• i 201 , n n-
.~ I :'~ 
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We must determine the entries i j • 1:S j ~ n-2 , for then we can. 
evaluate corresponding ~ and 0( and hence the transfon::ations T~ 
giving these cycles. 
t 
Now T zn ::: Ztk for 
...m+t 
'J: Z == Ztk: for n -s 
i ::: 1. 
m 
In this way the block i 1i 2 ••• i n_2 is seen to be a combination of 
blocks of O's of length m-1 and. length m, seperated by single 1's. 
There are pricisely (s-1) blocks of O's of length m, (k-s+1) 
blocks of O's of length (m-1) and. (k-1) occurances of' 1 seperating 
these blocks. We must determine in whiCh order these blocks occar. 
~. For k=1 , s::O and it is easy to see i j =<> for 1 ~j~ n-2. (2.5) 
The following only applies for k> 1 (i. e. s> 0 ). 
Let hi be positive integers satisfying 
2m We have T Z = Z_l. , n UJA.-B 
2m+1 T Z ::: z,. 2 , •••••• , and 
n A.- s 
of O's of length m-1 , followed by one block of O's of length m. 
Continuing in this way, we have next h2-1 blocks of O's of length 
m-1 followed by one block of 0 's of length m. • •• 
Continuing this ,we finish with h -1 blocks of O's of leng-th m-1. 
s 
(NE. Some h. may equal 1, in which case we have two blocks of O's 
~ 
of length m t seperated by 1 only). 
Altogether there are h1+ h2+ •• + hs blocks of O's so h 1+ ••• +hs== k, 
and for fixed n and k the values of s and h., 1 ~ i ~ s are 
~ 
· determined. 
Elcamples 1. D:= 13, lc:: 3, then m= 4, s= 1, and h1= 3 • 
i 1i 2 •• i 11 is the bloCk 00010001000 • 
2 •.. n= 13, k= 5 , then m= 2, s= 3, h1= 1, h2= 2 and ~= 2. 
i 1i 2 •• i 11 is the block 01001010010. 
m-1 m m-1 
, ~ ~100 •••••••• 01~ ••••• Ol ••••••••••••• 10 •••••• 0 • (2.6) 
, -.. .J ' -------" \ -... / 
h1 blocks of m-1 O's one block h
s
-1 blocks 
of m O's of m-1 a's 
We can now find expressions for ~(1), ~(O) , z1 
Suppose k)1,(see(2.5». Define integers Vj by 
and z • 
n 
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( m-1 m-2 ) Vj = h1+ h 2+···+ .hj for 1 ~j ~s and let c<.m= c<. ~ +13 + .. +(3+1. 
If [lJn = 1i1i 2 •• i n_210 where i 1 ••• i n_2 is as defined in (2.6) 
we have 
• 
• ~ m m-1 
:r (1) =p +~m-(3 , 
~+1(1) =~ID+1+otrr.+1-(3m- 1 , 
· . 
:h1ID+1 h1ID+1 h1m (h1-1)m (h1-2)m m T (1) = ~ +o(h1m+1-~ -p - ~ -.... -~ -1 , 
• 
• 
• 
• 
-~.-------------: • ___ 0 ,. ___ • ___________________ • ---~---. '--",--~- ·4,.-,·-~.,.:_··~_·-___ ;.;.~··_:·".~~._;;.-___ ~· ---~---~~~~ 
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(h1+h2+ •• +.h )m+s-1 (h1-1+h2+ •• h )m+s-1 ~(t) =~n+oln-~ e -[3 S _ ••• 
(h2+ •• h )m+s-1 _~ S 
_ {3(h2-1+h3+ .. +hS )m+S-2_ ~ (h2-~+.h3+·+hS)m+S-2_ •• _ f3(h3+.·+hS~2 
-
• 
• (h -1)m (h -2)m fA S A e m 
- IV" - 1- - •• - ~ - 1 • 
Substituting,we have, 
V m+s-1 (V -1)m+s-1 (v -V
1
)m+s-1 !if ( 1) = ~n+ o{n- ~ S - f3 S - ••• _ (3 S 
. (V -V -1 Pn+s-2 (V -V1-2)m+s-2 (V -V2)m+&-2 
-p S 1 _ (3 B - •• -f?> S 
• 
• (V -V 1-1)m r(VS-VS--1~)m m 
_A s s- _ 
t' - •• -}3 - 1 • 
V1 (V -i)m+s-1 h. (V -V. 1-i)m+s-j If we let W1= ~ f6 S and W.= 2:J f3 S J-~ J i=1 . 
~.( ) n n-1 1'~- 1 = P - ~ - 1 + ol.n • (2.8) 
Using results (2.~) and (2.4) , 
(i) T(O) = 0( = T(1 )-(3- 1 , 
T2( 0) = p, c( + 0( = T2 ( 1) _ ~ 2 _ ~ and it is easy to see 
~(O) = ~(1) _ ~n.. ~n-1+ 1 • 
(ii) T(zl) = ('>Zl+d = ~zl+ T(O) , 
(iii) 
~(Z1) = ~2Z1+ ~ +Dt =p2z1+ ~(O) and 
~(Z1) = rnZ1 + ~(O) -1 = z1 therefore 
zl = (1- ~(O»/([3n- 1) • 
T(Zn) =~zn+o(-l = PZn+ T(1) -~, 
T2(z ) = r:2~.+ ~6L.'+o(- p.~ ~2z + T2(1) _(32 and 
n n . n .. _ 
~(1) ~ zl and ~(O) ~ zn' giving 
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(1 - 'IF(O))/({3n- 1) ~ ~(1) and (~n_ 'If(1) - 1)/(pn_ 1) ~ ~(O). 
Substitu.ting from (i) above we deduce 
s 
Now by (2.7), if k> 1 , 01... = (~{1) _(3n- ~ W
i
)/( (3n-1+~n-2+ •• + ~+1) , 
1.-1 
and (2.9) gives n+1 s (p-1-(3 +~ ~ V.) 
1.=1 1. 
and (2.9) gives 1 
• 
------~ 
(-»( ~ n-1+ •• +p+1) 
Summarising the above we have proved the following , 
------------- --------- ------ -- . - -,-- - - --- -------,------
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1/N+1 1/N Theorem 4. Let T(x) = (3x +ot mod 1, 2 < ~ ~ 2 , then 
T is not \olB if rJ..., or 2-~-iil (by remark page 2.15), is in one 
of the :following regions :for some n~N and some k where (n,k)=1, 
k :> 1 ,and k < n/2 , 
(i) 
(il) 
h (V -v. -i)m+s-j 
and W.= I j fD S ;}-1 :for 2 ~j~s 
J 1=1 
where V. satis:fies ik = V.s + r :for 0 ~<r <s ~ ~ 1 ' i 
and h1 = V1' h = V - V for 2 ~ p ~ s • P. P p-1 ' 
~. The periodic Markov case, for which sPY = (o~ 1J , OCCtU'S 
when ~n= 2 and equality hold in either (i) or (ii) above. 
See diagram 5. page 2.36 • 
Theorem 5. let T2 (x) = P x + 0(2 mod 1 where 0( 2 + ~ > 2 and 
suppose 0(2 < 1/f3 or ~2 > (313 - (32 - 1 )/(3) then 
a) gptf'2 = [0,1] and b) T2 is WB. 
Remark. For 1/p$. Q(2 ~ (3~-f32_1)/(3 , by-Theorems 1 and 4, 
SPt)A2 C(O,1] " (T2(1), T2(O» and we can determine the values 
o:f 0[2 :for which T2 is WB. 
Proo:f. Let P1= (1- d. 2 )/r> and P2 = (2- d 2)/i3 be the 
discontinuities of T2 and let z = (1-ol2)/(f!-1) be the fixed 
point of T2• 
The conditions on ol.2 imply z f [T2 ( 1 ), T2 (0)] • 
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1/N+1 1/N Suppose 2 < ~ ~ 2 • 
:By remark ~, page 2.5 , we need only consider the case when 0(2 < 1/~t 
thus z > T2(O) • 
a) Suppose spt f2 y. Co,11. 
Let Io = (sPtj-t2)C • IO is a finite union of intervals. 
Let J be an interval in IO then T;1J n [P1,P21 = J 1 ~Io • 
Let J i = T;1 Ji _1 f) [P1,P21 = [ai,bi ] then J i ~ IO £or all 1 )1. 
Therefore ai -7 z and. bi '7 z so Z E:Io• 
'rhus Io n (0,P1) # ¢ since T2(0)< z • 
Now there are maximal intervals NO' N1 
o GNO and 1 ~N1 (since PiE int(sP~2) 
:By (2.10) p{1 No. 
Consider T2(0)G[?1'Z]. ~(O)~ [P1'Z] 
(2.10) 
in spt?2 such that 
for i =1: or, 2 ). 
for i < n , ;Cor some n ') O. 
o 0 
. n 
We shall caJ.culate the minjnmm value for no such that T2
0 (O) ~(0,P1). 
See d..'i.agram 6 • 
... .... - ........ -~ 
.... : . 
,-
" ~ I , t 
"'. - I ,,' 
/' , 
. I , I I 
~-.. . I , 
I 
T2(0) ~ «2 ' 
T~(O) = r>O<2+ ~- 1 , 
• 
• 
• 
~6. 
n~ n~ n~ 
T2
0 (0) = «2«(60 + •• +(3+ 1) - ([30 + •• +(3+ 1) • 
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n n -1 n -2 
If T20(O) <P1 then (f3 0 + •• +P.+1)o(2-(~ 0 + .. +1)«1-CS)/f3 
n n +1 
giving c;{ 2 < «(3 ° - 1 )/«(3 0 -1). 
n +1 n 
Since 2- ~ < c( 2 < 1/13 we have (2- (3 )( 0 0 -1) < (3 0_1 • 
n n +1 
Thus noG ~+ musi: satisfy ~ 0_ (?> ° + 1 < 0 • (2.11) -
let l(NO) = d and 1(N1) = f (where 1 is ~besgue measure) 
and let mO and m1 be the smallest integers such that 
:By the maximali ty of NO and...· N1 the longest interval contai1ling 
P1 or P2 in ~pt.?2 has length ~ (d+f)/~ and we have 
m l(T21(N1»_~ (d+f)/~ and 
m +1 m +1 
Thus (3 0 d ~ d+f and. f-> 1 f ~ d+f giving 
m +1. m +1 ( f> 0 - 1)d ~ r and {f3 1 - 1)f ~ d • 
m +1 m +1 
Whence (f3 0 - 1) (f3 1 - 1) ~ 1. 
Now mo~ no ' so by (2.11) 
m 
giving ~ 0 > 1/«(3 -1) • 
m +1 m 
rs 0 - t> 0_ 1 > 0 
vIi th this and (2.12) , 
(2.12) 
m1+1 m (~ -1 )/(~ -1) . < J3 1 m, from which we deduce f3 < 1 , an 
impossibility. 
Thus spt)l'2 = ro,1] • 
b) Suppose T2 is not WB. Then T2 has an eigenvalue an nth -::oot 
of unity, for some n, and ~ has n invariant sets 11, ••• , In 
where each I j is a finite union of closed intervals, 
j n 
T2 I1 = I j +1 for 1 ~ j $n-1 and jl10 I j = [0, 1J • 
By a) z E\: for some k. 
Since z is a fixed point of T2 the above decomposition is 
impossible. Hence T2 is WB. ~ 
2.;0 
~;. The Eigenvalues of T. 
For k> 1, (n.k) = 1 and k< n/2 let 
where n=mk+s, 0 < s~ k ; 
V. satisfies ik=V.s+r. , O~r. <s , 1~ i~s ; 
~ l. ~ l. ° 
h1= V1 and hp= VP-VP-1 2~ p~ s ; 
_ Jc V (V -i)m+s-1 _ Jc h. (V -V. 1-i }m+s-j W1-(~)= 1:1 (3 s ~d 'S(~)=~J (6 s J- ] 
i=O . l.=1 
2<j~s • 
Now let 
We wish to determine all the eigenvalues of the transfoma tion T. 
(V 
In Theorem 4 we showed that if' otE. Y (~;n) then T is not VD 
and has an eigenvalue an nth-root or unity. 
th Suppose n = P1, P1 a prime, then T has an eigenvalue a P1 -root 
t'V 
of unity li and only if oLE:Y (p ;P1) as secondary P1-cycles 
cannot exist and so 0(1 Y (f3 ;t) for any t <P1• 
Let f z1 ,z2'·· 'ZPI be a primary P1 (k)-cycle of type A then 
G p z z -, is invariant under T 1 and P -k' p -k+1 J 1 1 
P1 
supports a T -invariant measure on 
r. p -1 p -1 ] 
. p ~ LT 1 (0), T 1 (1) 0(" (where P = (1-ct)/(3 ) • 
Now ll) P -1 .. P -1 (x) = pP1X + «m (after magnification) If: 1 (O)fT 1 (1)J 
2p -1 p -1 p -1 1" {, 1 1 \\ 
where 0([1] = T (O).,T (1) - T (o~. 
"'e shall evaluate c(.[1] in terms of 0(. • 
p p p p -1 
Now T 1 ( 0) = T 1 ( 1) _ ~ 1_ (3 1 + 1 • that is 
P -1 P1-1 s _z ~ 
=ol(e 1 + .. +(\+1) -(3 +·1 -~ w-:-(~) whenc.(~Yk~;P1) 
1- r- J=1 J 
P1 
and k) 1. As z ~ T (0) <1 , P1 
2p -1 P -1 p p -1 p p -1 s _.k 
T 1 (0) = T 1 (T 1(0» = (3 1 (T \0» +0(,( ~ 1 + .. +1)-:rWj(p) 
,- J=1 
2p -2 2p -3 2P1-1 P1-1 P1-1 S k 
= ole p.. 1 + J3 1 + .. +8+1)- (?, + ~ -«(3 +1)~ W:j(~ ,.~ ,- J=1 . 
P -1 - P -1 p p -1 
and T 1 (1) _ T 1 (0) = ~ 1+ (3 1 -1. 
Again USing Theorem 4 we can determine the eigenvalues or 
P-1 ,1 P1 th ~ -:x: .... ol.(1J mod1 • Suppose T has an eigenvalue a P2 -root of unity 
p 
{on each of its invariant sets),that is, T 1 has a. pri.ma.r;y P2-cycle 
~ p. 
. (in each invariant set) then c( [1]E Y ( (6 1 ;P2) and T has an 
th . 
eigenvalue a P1P2 -root of unity, 
T could also have an eigenvalue a P1P~-root of unity- if 
P2 
either (i) it has a. primary P2-cycle of type A and T has a 
primary p 1-cycle of type A (on each invariant set), 1. e,_ 
N '" P2 ~ f. y( P> ;P2) ~ ~ [1] { y( to ;P1) 
"..., 
or (ii) it has a primary P1P2-cycle of type A, i.e. otE Y( t3 ;P1P2). 
'lhese are the only cases when T bas a P1P~-root of unity. 
Generalizing the above, we can determine for which values 
ofot.. T will have an eigenvalue an Nth_root of unity; where" 
N = P1P2 •• Pn• 've do this by induction on n. 
Define the following sets 
Y1 (f ;P1) = ['0 ol€Y1«(?> ;P1) and let 
P1 P1-1 r 2P1-1 2P1-2 P1-1 1 J 
c.l[1] =( r + P -1) L' ( f + .. +1 )-2 ~ -(3 -1J 
Yk(/31P1) = [ol' o(E ~k(fI ;P1) and let . 
~(1) =«(1+ ;1-1_1)8tr2 + •• +1)- ~pr\ :1-1_( f!~}i~(f3>]5 
y (r;P1) =Y1«(3;P1)V U 
k,k<P1/2 
(P1,k)=1 
More generally, for any m ~ 1 let 
Y1 (~ ;P1P2· .Pm,)= to{ 1 Q( t: Y1 (r ;11) where M=P1P2 •• Pm' and let 
o/.(m!/ = (pM+ ,,1_1)[; (la2M-\.O+l)-2j3~1-2_t'"1_lJ J 
For 1<k«P1P2 •• Pm,)/2 and (P1P2 •• Pm"k)= 1 let 
Y1-( p ;P1P2• .Pm'··~f {c:i: cl..f Yk ( r ;M) where M=p1P2 •• Pm' and let 
J.. ( m'] =(r-I1 + ~4-1_1 )G (f'>~1-2 + •• +1 )- f'1-1 +~1-1_(~4-1 +1 ) ~$(f'il ] 
Generalizing still further, for m'~ 1, n~1, ~[o1 =rl., and Pq 
primes for q = i 1,i2, •• ,in,j1, •• ,jm t let 
p .•• p. 
11 1n t L Y1 (8 ;Pj •• p. )::: ol.[!l]: o![n) ~ or ol[r\] =~-~ -x where 
r 1 Jmt 
L:=Pi •• p. • M =p .•• p. . and 
1 1n J 1 Jm, 
1 < x ~ pIM_ L(?-... 1 )+2 [3 L -1 ; f>L(~L(I4-1)+l(I'I-2l+ .. +1) " "lh",LtM-1l+ .. + flL+1) 
and let ~[riJ (ml] ::: e{ fJl+m~ ::: 
<r 1M "f\L(l'_l >-1) ~(n] (~L(2I4-1 ) +pL(21'~2) + •• +l+l )-2f1L(~~2ti3 I.-1_ ~ ] 
and for (k,p .•• p. ) = 1 and 1 '\' k ~(Pj •• p. .)/2 let 
J1 Jm, 1 Jml 
p .•• p. f y (11 1n. • k P , p. •• p . ) ::: olen]. c{[ ry::: X 
J 1 Jm, 
or c{(~ = 2-rf-x where 
L 1(1'1-1) L f.- (~ + .. +p +1) 
L =Pi •• Pi 
1 n , M =po •• Pj and J 1 m' 
L s_k L L(M+1) L 
A (~WJ=-·(r )-f~ +13-1) 
x < \\ t' J=1 
Where l~+B for 0 < s <k ; 
Vi satisfies ik =Vis+ri for 
h1 =V1 and. h ::.V -V for 
o ~ r. < s and 1 ~ i ~ s; 
1. 
p p p-1 2~p$s ; 
_lc L V1 L[(Vs-i)m+s-y WJ(~ )=L (3 
i=O 
k L h. LfIv -Vj 1-i )m+s- j] 
"I.(p )=,[J f3 S -
j i=1 
for 2 ~j.$8 ; 
and let 0( [riJ(m'] ::: ol[n+m~= 
(pDl+flL(M-l t 1) G[n] C'pL(2l!;.2)+.,+/+1 )_"L(2I4-1 )+l(M-12~(M-1 )+1 >ivf:j(p.L)11 
J=1 I J j 
p .•• Pi p .•• p. U p .• • Pi 1 n 1. 1. Y (11 n . y(~ 1 ;P j •• Pj )= Y1(P. 1 n. p .•• p. ) U k P ;PJ .•• P j ) 
,- 1 m' I 'J1~' k .1 mt 
\{e have shown that T has an eigenvalue an Nth_root o£ unity 
£or N = P1P2 if 
c;( f. Y( f3 ;P1 ,P2)= r~ :oll: Y(p;P1) ~ 0([1] E Y«(3P1 ;P2) 
is defined in Y~ ;P1) 1 
r P2 Ule;( :~(;Y(P;P2) and ol[1] ~ y(~ ;P1) 
is defined in Y'r;P2 ) 1 
U Ie(: c{£: Y(P;P1P2 ) 1. 
where Gt[1] 
where O([lJ 
:",,~ Uo( ,.t~ Y(P;Pq-(1» ~ ,Qi]cY({cr(1) a;r(2» 1] 
U {~: rJ..E Y~ ;P1P2) } 
where S2 is the permutation group on two elements. 
where olEn] -is 2. value determined in Y(~;P .•• p. ) 
,- ~1 ~n then T 
. p .•• p. 
th . ~1 ~ 
will have an eigenvalue a p.; •• p. -root of unity and T n 
'&'1 ~n 
th . 
will have an eigenvalue a Pj •• Pj -root of unity, that is, T 1 m' 
will have an eigenvalue a Pi •• Pi Pj ' •• p. th_root of unity. 1 n 1 Jm, 
~us we have the following theorem, 
Theorem 6. Let N = P1P2 •• Pn ' where Pi is prime £or l,s i ~Il • 
'!hen T(x) = f>x +0( mod 1 has an eigenvalue an Nth_root of unity 
if and only if pN ~ 2 and oI...f: I( F;P1'P2,.,Pn ) where 
- - ---- ------------ --------------
, PU-(1 r·Po-(i) ) 
c;{[i] 6 Y(f3 ;Po-{i+1 ) ••• tPu-(n) 
were 0( [i] is defined in 
Y(r;p.-(l)'·· ,P.-(i)) } ] ] 
u &: "lE y(~ ;P1P2"Pn ) J · 
Diagram 5 , showing the spectral properties of T and T2 for 
1<"~2, 0~O{~1, O<~2~1. 
In region At T has eigenvalue 2t-root of unity • 
.1. 
In region B, T has eigenvalue 2~-root of unity. 
In region 0, T2 is isomorphic to some T. 
In region D, the pattern continues, dividing the region further. 
Shaded regions are WB, including the lines Cl(::O, 0/..=1 and f3 =2. 
The critical points * , are the periodic Markov cases, for which 
aptfA- = [0,1J • 
2.36 
SEX:;TION 3. 
LINEAR BeDELS FOR PIEXJEWISE ceNTnrueus l1APS OF TIre INTErNAL. 
§O.Introduction. 
We consider a class e of piecewise continuous and monotone 
increasing transformations of the unit interval. I , that is, maps 
which display a certain global expanding or chaotic behaviour. All 
transf'ormations in e are shown to be topologically semiconjugate 
to some uniformly piecewise linear map of' I and further conditions 
are determined f'or a conjugac.y to exist. 
These results extend those of' Parry (P2] and Rand [R], 
where strongly transitive transf'ormations and u,ymmetric Poincare maps 
f'or the Lorenz attractor,respectively are considered. Milnor and 
Thurston have also studied this problem of linear models £or certain 
continuous transformations of' I [t1.T] .' Indeed. to prove our result 
we use methods &imilar to those developed in D1.T] • Although these 
techniques for constructing the semiconjugacies and conjugacies here 
are seemingly quite dif'ferent to those in [P2] there is a correspondence 
between the two, and when considering strongly transitive transf'ormations 
the conjugacies are in fact the same. 
Using these eemiconjugacies we can determine the existence 
of certain invariant measure~ for transf'orma tiona in e. In particular. 
there is a unique maximal measure for f'-expansions in e with .3trong 
ergodic properties and compatible with lebesgue measure 1 but not 
in general absoJ·\tely continuous with respect to 1. 
i 1. Definitions and the class C • 
Let 1=[0,11. 
A map g: I~I is piecewise continuous and monotone increasing if 
there are points Pi' O'i~m, with 0= PO"<P1 < •• <Pm-1<Pm= 1 
such that g I is continuous and strictly monotone increasing 
(Pi - 1,Pi) 
for 1 ~i ~ m • 
The points P1,P2, .. ,Pm-1 are the points of discontinuitr, of g 
and we call (P. 1,P.) a maximal interval of g ,1 ~i~m. 1.- 1. 
In general we say (a, b) is a maximal interval of gn if /'1 
" I(a, b) 
is continuous and g1 is not continuous, for any interval 
a',b') ," 
(a',b') srictly containing (a,b). 
The set tP1, .. ,Pm-1 1 seperates points if given x,yE:- I , x<y, 
then gn( (x,y) ) () ~P1 , •• pm-11 1:- 15 for some n E. IN. (Equivalently, 
the smallest ,€-invariant cr-Jgebra containing the intervals (Pi-1,Pi) 
is ~ , the Borel d"-algebra of I.) 
Let ln be the number of IDaJCimal intervals of gn and let {?l::. 
limSUpnJT: • (wri tten /2.. (g) . if we need to stress its dependence on g). 
t\. n r-' 
Thus ~ is the approximate rate of production of maxjmal intervals 
of ,f when n is large and as such. is a crude mea.sure of expansion 
for g. Call ~ the growth number of g. We shall only consider 
ructions with growth number greater than 1. 
The class e is the set of all piecewise continuous and. 
monotone increasing functions of I whose points of discontinuity 
seperate points and with growth number grea.ter than 1. 
In particular, the class e includes 
(1) piecewise monotone increasing and expanding maps with growth 
number greater than 1 , for these transformations seperate points. 
(ii) strongly transitive piecewise continuous and monotone increasing 
transformations [P21. 
§ 2. Decomposition of g € e. 
let gE:C and P1, •• ,Pm-1 be its points of discontiImity. 
The following decompostion of I into g-ipreducible sets is a 
topological version of that considered by 11 and Yorke u.. yJ and 
\vagner En • (In [L. yJ and Dl] g: in addition has to satisfy certain 
differentiability conditions.) 
A 
Theorem 1. (c.f. ~beorem)(, section 2.) 
Let g~e with discontinuities P1,.· ,Pm-1 
1 -'N ~ m-1 t where 
(i) 1. is a closed set for 1 '<i ~ N t ~ 
(ii) Ii (\ I j is a finite set of points for i :J= j ,. 
(iii) I. is a finite union of closed intervals, 
~ 
(i "l) Ii is essentially invariant , that is , 
g( in·t; I.) C I.· and g -1 ( int I.) C 1. , 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
N 
then I = U 
i=1 
(v) 1. is irreducible, in the sense that it contains no proper ~ 
essentially invariant subset, and 
int I. contains at least one discontinuity of g. l.. 
:Before proving this theorem, we define certain natural 
candidates for these g-irreducible sets and prove some elementary 
lemmas concerning these. 
C>O lPi = U g-l'Pi 
n:::O 
Let for i = 1, •• ,m-1. 
S' 1 m-1_ 
Since lP1 , •• ,Pm-1 seperate points of I , U fJ i = I • i=1 
(3.1 ) 
A subclass of these sets ~ will be shown to be the g-irreducible 
sets required in Theorem 1. 
Consider the following three exhaustive and exclusive 
possibilities for each set~. and its associated discontinuity P. , ~ l.. 
i = 1, •• ,m-1 , 
I. t 
~ 
1. 65 . is nowhere dense and therefore int 65. = ¢ • 
~ ~ 
2. ~. contains an open interval and P.:/ g~. for any 
~ l. J 
j €; \ 1, •• ,m-11 and n E lL+. 
~ . contains an open interval and P. = g~. for some 
l. l. J 
j f l1, •• ,m-1] and some nG Ll..1".(Note in this case iPj S; 0-=> •• ) ~ 
let 1 It>'~1'~ 1 _ be a partition of {1 , •• ,m-11 into the corresponding 
sets , where 
It> = f. i: ~ i is nowhere dense 1 , 
H1 = 1i : '35. contains an open interval and g~. F P. for a:n:y j€~, •• ,m-11 
l. J ]. j 
and n C: tLt J , 
H2 = li: (Pi- contains an open interval and g~j = Pi £or some 
j E: 11, .• ,m-11 and ne7t']. 
Diagram 1 gives an illustration of these different cases. 
HoUH1UH2=t1, •• ,m-11 and by (3.1) H1UR2 r¢ infact Ufc3i =Ie iE:H1VH2 
Diagram 1. 
The value that g assumes at Pi is denoted by ~ 
"it' --- • I 
/ I , 
t • 
, 
, 
, 
· 
· 
• 
• 
• • 
, 
, , 
P. P3 ,'.t. Ps Pb. 
1 eH1 and ~= [o,p;J 
2 tH2 as gP1=P2 and gP,=P2 
"lP 2=Z? 1 u C?, 
?' f: H1 and os;= f? 2' P 41 
-1 4G Ho since g P4= P4 
5~ H -tor ~fn Ps ~ P4: o _ 
6 G H1 and 1P 6= ~ 4 t {} • 
Umnna 1. Pi ~~ i) for ie: H1 • 
Proof. let z be an interior point of OJ i ' with ope:J. 
neighbourhood U C iP" i ~:satisfy:tng t for some N t::. Z~ 
(i)g~ (\ Pi + ¢ and 
(ii) . It1 g~ does not contain <my discontinuity of g • 
n=1 
Such a neighbourhood exists since i € H1• 
g'Mu is open. 
Since n:'." u J.. 
So g~C~i 
1s dense in U, tP. n l~ is dense in gl~. 
J.. 
and from (i) we have Pi €. int"'fl i ~. 
Lemma 2. @i is essentially invariant for it:: H
1
U H2 ,t;"a-; is, 
- - - - 1---
g (? = . 0:> i U F1 ' g(int (P.) £. lP. and g cPo = Q-l. U F2 ' 
J.. J.. J.. J. J. 
g-\int ~i) C (fl i ,where F1 and F2 are finite,. possibly 
empty , sets. 
Proof. let x €:. 1P i and U£(x) be an ~ -neighbourhood of L 
For all £~O U£(x) n (Pi f ¢ • 
Therefore U f:.(gx) (l ()-) i :J: ¢ unless x is a boundary point of ~ 
and a point of discontinuity, (that is , unless x is a =ignt (lef';) 
hand limit of points in iP and. g is continuous from the left i 
(right) at x). 
Giving g(intSS'i) C~i and g(~i) Gf-Si VF1 whe::-e J.!'1 is 
at most an (m-1) point set. 
Let y ~lg1X 1., 
u£..(y) (\ '"f> i :;. ¢ , for all c~ 0, unless perhaps x is a oourdG"jr ?~!nt 
~ Y is a point of discontinuity,( that is ,unless x is a. :t'i~-; 
(left) band limit of points in <Pi only and. g is conti-lous fro:l 
the left (right) at y). 
Giving g-1(int '85'"1) G.'iP i and g( CP i) ~"85i U F2 whe=e 2'2 is 
at most an m(m-1) point set. ~ 
Lemma 2- For i,j G.H1 , ~i = F j or ?Pi 1\ ~j has empty interior. 
Proof. Suppose 1P: (\ is. has non empty interior. 
. J.. J 
Since i,j GH1 there are open intervals Ui and Uj in ~i ('\ (p j 
and integers M. and M. such that 
M. J.. N~-1 
(i) Pi e. g loU. and tJ g~ . contains no discontinuity and 
. lo n=1 J.. 
M. M -1 
(ii) P. f:: g JU. and 0 rfu. contains no discontinuity. 
J J n=1 J 
:By lemma 2, Pi (; int ~j and Pj E int 155 i. 
Again by lemma 2, l g-~i 1 '- Q-3j ;for all n and l.g-~j1 f:.~ 
for all n. Giving ~ i = 1?j . • 1/ 
lemma 4. I = U "85.: t or equivalently, for jC:~ 
icH ... 
1 
where H1 is a subset of H1, j 
(for example in diagram 1 ~ = os: u ~ ). 
.21 3 
-
"85. = U (P. 
J l. ) ieH1 . 
J 
Proof. Let j €. H2 then there exist j 1 €:- H1 such that g~ . = P. 
J 1 J 
-
cSnd lPj1 C lPj • 
. . 
n' g Pj = Pj 2 
Then for some n' and ~ U 0:> j c ~ j _ 
1 2 
Again by lemma 2. P. E: 1P. U~j and ~ g-n P.} ~p.j uP j J J1 2 J 1 2 
, 
unless Ef Pj = Pj for some ;n' ") 0 and some discontinuity Pj I: P. ) 3 3 J 1 
Continuing thus, we finally have 
•. u:go j for some k(; ll.+. 
k 
Later we shall show k = 2. II 
lemma 5. :fur i EH1 u H2 ' 15}. has no points of isola.tion, that is, 
int OS. = (Fl. • 
~ ~ 
Proof. Let il::H1• 
Suppose rP.~ "int ~. f ¢ • ~ 1.. 
Then there exists y G 19-r\>i 1 'With Y t: <Pi ...... int 1]) i for SODe 11 elL"! 
By lemma 4 y is not an isolation point for some . go j ... here j E E1 
and j f i. 
By lemma 2 y~'iPj i."!lplies gnyc '35j for all'n~O, unless lJ.-1y 
is a boundary- point and a point of discontinuity. 
11-1 y, •• ,g y are not points of 
discontinui ty. 
11 ~ -Therefore g y C U'"'j , that is t Pi. € 1? j • 
However Pi. G int 155i and by lemma. 3 int iPi n L"1t"P j = yj giving 
a contradiction. 
The;efore iSi = int ~ i • ~ 
From lemmas 1 to 5 we see the sets ~.l.e-H are good candidates 
1.. ~ 1 
for the sets 11' •• '~ in 'Iheorem 1 , all but conditions (ii) and 
(iii) of this theorem being satisfied. 've need to show that 15 i ' 
for i c H1 ' is a finite union of closed intervals. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let i E.H1 
Let Ei. be the largest (maximal) closed interval in "85i containjng p. 1.. 
and E(i) = U ~,( E(i) is the union of all maxhal intervals 
pkeint'6l . 
in '@i containing ~ discontinuity in its interior ). 
Consider gl . Let C be a maximal interval of this function, 
Eei) 
that is , a maximal interval of continuity in Eei). 
7l~ ~1 ~ . Let nC E satisfy (ga U •• U g c) n Eei) = ¢ and g Cll Eli)" JS, 
(nC is the time of first return of C to E(i). 
Let :f-L = max lnc: C is a ma.xima1 interval of gl J · 
1 E(i) 
M.-1· . 
Th.ch interval of eJ I'E(i) is contained in a maximal interval of (P .• 
~1 1 
Let €. (i) be the union of all these tlaXimal intervals, that is , 
~ (i) is a finite union of intervals in 0:> i· 
Dy construction g t(i) £; ~ (i). 
\'1e show that @.(i) = ~i by showing that ~ = U ~(i) is tee 
i~H1 
full interval I. 
00 
:By lemma 4 we know that U g-n~. = I • 
n=O 
~ also, for j e~ we have P j c::-~. This follows from lemma 4 , 
since ~. = ~. u •• uiJ. ,j1,j2' •• ,jk€:.H1 J J 1 Jk 
n 
,where it ip. = P. J. J 1 
Suppose ~;: I • We consider seperately the following possibili -;ies 
(i) eo contains no points of discontinuity , 
(ii) 
\iii) 
. 
]hch al'fontinui ty in £: is an end point of two intervals 
in some =We and CP. • J 1 
t c contains a discontinnit,y P which is not the end point k 
to two intervals in some 1P and:sr., that is , Pk is a. j 1 
-limit point of intervals of some ~ j but is contained in no 
interval of ~ j • 
. We Show these three exhaustive possibilities all lead to contradictions, 
Showing that ~= I. 
(i) £C is a finite union of closed intervals conta.i."1ing no points 
of discontinuity. 
g-1 E:C c. ~ c and g~::> ~ c • 
Since g is continuous on the boundary of € ( () g) , 
g d £. = c>t and dE consists of periodic poin~s. 
Let H be the l.c.m of the periods of points on 6~ 
gM fixes d~. 
Since g ~ 5:. t and g is onto , g LlapS maximal intervals 
of ~ c .2n.!2. maximal intervals of ~ • 
Let F = [p, d] be a maximal interval of ~ where 
C e d E(i) and d E.. ~ g(j) for, some i,j ES H1• 
M ~1 Now g is continuous at,' and fixes ,c and d; and g 
maps F onto itself. 
See diagram 2. 
cnE. f g-nMd1 , dn ~ f g-n1'lc 1 and Cn t C and dn l' d. 
By lemma. 2 C E:- F j a.'"lJ. d (;:; ]5. for all n • n n ~ 
Thus c c=~. and d f:~. giving i = j • 
J 1. 
Therefore F lies between two intervals of the same set ~(i). (3.2) 
.:By the cyclic nature of intervals in t.(i) and the {:~.3) 
continui ty of g on d ~(i) , there are intervals of E c 
on either side of E(i) and hence on either side of each 
interval in eei). 
Eut statements (3.2) and (3.3) are inco~patible. 
(ii) rc contains a discontinuity Pk • 
By the note on page ,.8 , PkeHO and by the definition of £, 
Pk is a boundary :point of at least two sets "Pj , i5i for 
j,iG.H1• 
In this case we assume Pk is the end :point of intervals of 
Q-li and "35j • 
-Let J be an interval in £.. C with P k e J. 
lliere exist points a. C "85. and b j ~~. such that ~ ~ J 
(ai,Pkl ~(Pi and [Pk ,bjl b~j • 
J fl [ai,bj ] is a closed interval, in fact Ca" b.J .£ J. J. J 
There exists a positive integer 
11k 
Thus g Pk G int t . 
Let M = max (M'). p~r -It 
k 
1,); n~ such that g ~"b] c ~. k J. J 
'Ihen l~k E int ~ ,for all Pk & ~ c • 
Consider g-M( ~) • 
'lhis does not contain any points of discontinuity and 
g-Me and G.. is a finite union 
of intervals. 
Therefore by similar reasoning to case (i) we can deduce 
that -1-1 ~ rI. • '1' eo d. g c:. = p. But g is onto, so this mp J.es c, =~. 
-( ) eC iii G- contains a discontinuity Pk which is the limit point 
of some set l'j but Pk is not contained in a;ny interval 
of @j' j G H1 •. 
Let s = tz Eo I: z is a limit point of some ~ but z is not 
contained in a;ny interval of 'lPj , j €-H1 1 . 
3.11 
By assumption S f ¢ for PkG S • 
Let z be an isolated point in S. and let 
Hz = liEH1: ZG'8-5i 1· 
Without loss in generality we may assume that z is approximated 
from above by intervals in U 85, • 
J'E:-H J z 
Let N6(z) = [z,z+~] be a neighbourhood of z such that 
(z,z+ oJ does not contain any discontinuity and N ~ (z) n S = ~. 
. . -
NAz) is a countable union of intervals in UP .• ' 
o jc:H J 
z 
Choose OlD such that ~+~ ,z+cf] contains at least three 
intervals of each set CP. , i E: H • (3.4) 
~ z 
I!+ 61, z+ 6"] is a finite union of sets in \.J '@ since i~Rz i 
Therefore there exists a natural number 11 such that 
l'l [z+~,z+8] c. t . 
From which we deduce, using condition (3.4), that each interval 
of E:(i) t i Gil , is bounded on either side by intervaJ.s in 
z 
U €. (j). 
jt:H 
z 
Therefore U t (i) is an interval and has no boundary, that is, 
ieEk ~z 1:.(1) = I .which oontradiots the initial assumption. ~ 
Corollary 1. f-expansions in e are irreducible. 
Proof. Jet g c;; e be an f-expansion. 
Let Pi be a discontinuity of g then p, ~ int (P, • 
~ l. 
Jet Uc! (p, ) be an £-neighbourhood of P. contained in ~ .• (;..1. 1. 1. 
Then g(U£.(Pi » is the union of two intervals of 0 and 1 • 
Thus 0 ~int @i and 1 E: int 1P i. ~s is true for all i, so by 
Theorem 1 '6>, = I 1. .. II 
~3£Kneading Sequences and Related l'm.,er Series. 
Throughout we consider a fixed g ~ ~ with discontinuities 
I =1'lP. 1 
;.12 
If xc 11 let eo(x):: i if XG(Pi,Pi+1) , i=O, •• ,m-1 , Po'=0.l Pm:.i. 
eO(O) =0 if O€.11 ' 
Ba ( 1) = m-l if 1 G 11 ' 
and let en (x) = eo (gn(x» for n G l'l'l • 
~ 
Defini tion. 'ilie formal power series. 8(x) :: L e (x) t n is called 
n=O n 
the Kneading series of x, x e 11 • 
Let Z a) . be the space of formal power series with integer coefficients. 
We endow /lIt] wi th the lexicographical ordering 
~ ~ ~ 
L Q( t n < L 0( 'tn if the first non zero coefficient of L (o(l-c(n)tn ~n ~n . ~n 
is positive. 
We also give II [t] the topology induced by the metric 
Lemma 2. 8 is a ~trictly monotone increasing continuous function on 11• 
Proof. . Suppose x<y , x,y f 11 • 
Let no be the smallest llfltural number .' such that 
n n r 
(g ox, gOy) n fp1, •• ,pm-11 ~ ¢ • no exists as LP1, •• ,Pm-1] 
seperate points. 
n 
g 0 is monotone increasing on its maximal intervals, so 
ej(x) = 9j (Y) for 0 ~j <no and en (x) < en (y). 
o 0 
Thus €) is srictly monotone increasing. 
-N c Let X
1 
E.I1 • Given £ ~ 0 , choose N such that m2 -< c.. • 
Now choose 8>0 such that (x1-;;; .x1+ b) 1\ ~ g-j f Pl.··.Pm-l J = ¢ • 
If yGI1 (\ (x1-o,x1+0) then 
(B(y) - G(x
1
)\ < 1/2Nle(i~Y) -e{gNx1 )l <: m2-N < £ • 
Therefore e is continuous on 11 • // 
The following limits exist for all x (: I , 
e +(x) = lim e (y) and 
yJ,x 
yeI1 
e -(x) = lim 9(y)" 
ytx 
yeI1 
For x EI1 ' e-{x) = e(x) = e+(x) • 
The functions e - and e + are defined on I. In particular, 
e-(pi ) and e +(Pi ) for i=1, •• ,m-1 are defined. 
Defini tion~ Let lr. ( t) be the formal power series defined by 
l. 
then &i is called the i th lalea.ding invariant of g, i=1, •• ,m-1. 
I.f gM(x) = P. ,for some i , where M is the smallest 
:1. 
:positive integer satisfying this, then e+(x) - (i-(x) = li*i""t. (2) 
Defini tions. Let J be an interval of I • 
(i) Let (fin (J) be the number of points in 
ffg~i1 "f g-n+1Pi 1} (\ intJ and denote ¥ in (I) by ~ in-
Let !'?>i = lim sup, nJ (fin and r i = 1/(3 i for i=1, .. ,m-1. 
n 
(ii) Let In (J) be the number of matima! intervals of gnJ
J 
and denote 
~ = lim sup n~ 
1 • 
n 
and let r = 1/(3. 
(iii) Let ¥.(J,t) and L(J,t) be the formal power series 
l. 
defined by 
,06 
1.(J,t) = 2: ~. (J) t n for i=1, •• ,m-1 and 
~ n=O ~n 
L(J,t) 
c:>O 
= L In(J) tn; and 
n=O 
«.(Itt) and L(I,t) by Y.{t) and L(t) respectively. 
1. 1. 
denote 
n m-1 
Notice that 1 = 1 + L L: '6l.' j (3) n j=O i=1 
so we have as a consequence 
Lemma 3. Given any interval J = (a,b] (or J = (a,b» in I t 
m-1 00 
e-(b) +O+{a) = L L '(. (J) 1J": t n 
i=1 n=O l.n ~ 
m-1 00 
= L 19'. L. 'I.. (J) t n • 
i=1 1. n=O ~n 
Proof. 
step functions with the same set of discontinuities t and they 
are equal on their points of continui]y". 
are 
Let z be a point of discontinuity of e--{x) modtn+1 , that is , 
s g z = Pi for some i=1 , •• ,m-1 and 0 ~ s ~ n • 
L~t s be the smallest integer satisfying this , then the size of 
the discontinuity of e-(x) modtn+1 at z is 
'e\z) - e-(z) modtn+1 = t S tr. (t) modtn+1 , by equation (2). 
~ 
There are t(. (J) such discontinuities in intJ for each i=1,.,c-1. 
l.S 
, '. + 
By 'the'monotone increasing property of e- and e- (inherited frorl 
e) , we have 
m-1 n . n+1 e -(b) - e+(a) modtn+1 = L" L t J 'to . (J) ~ mod t • 
1=1 j=O l.J 1. 
}.15 
let n -> 00 , then 
In particular ,,,.;e have 
Q.) 
e -( 1) - e + (0) = "&1 L. 0 In t n 
n=O 
+ • • 
§4. Linear Models. 
g is fixed as in §}. Consider now the formal. !.owe= 
e-, e+, v series L , lY. and o. i=1, •• ,m-1, as power se::ies in t!le 1. 1. 
complex variable t. 
- e+ The radii of convergence of e , and 0; , •• , l.9--c-1 are 
the radii of convergence for D"i and L are r i and r 
respectively, for i=1, •• ,m-1. 
As g G. e we have l' < 1 
r = min r. by equation (4). 
i l. 
so r i <1 for some i=1, •• ,m-1 and 
.3.1l 
~. on \t' = r .• 
.1. l. 
fut for li~O, ~ 'to r'? 
. n=O J.n l. 
giving ~. = r .• 
l. l. 
It also follows from (5) that \J: (t) D . (t) is analytic OZl ~ t \ < 1 , 
l. l. 
so if r i < 1 , ¥i (t) has a removeable singularity at r i ~d. 
extends to a meromorphic function of \t l ~ 1 • 
We shall need to consider the follol'ling subsets of 
t1,2, •• ,m-1J • 
F1 = [i: i ~H1 and 7)5i r OJj for 1 ~j <i1 
G = t i: r i < 1 :for i Eo H1 1 . 
The above information allows us to define certain measu..-es 
on I. 
Defini tion. Given an interval J cI and i E G let 
A.(J) = lim ((.(J,t)/~.(t) 
, 'i t1'r l. l. 
I i 
A (J) = lim L(J,t)/L(t) • 
ttr 
Since 0 ~ 't. (J, t) ~ '0'. (t) for 0 ~t <r. and 
~ ~ ~ 
o ~ L( J , t) ~ L( t) for 0 ~ t < r , the above ratios 
remain bounded as . t t r i and t l' r respectively, a.'I'ld the appare:lt 
singularities at r. and r are removeable, and therefore the 
~ 
above definition makes sense. 
o~ I\.(J) ~ 1 and 0 ~ I\(J) ~ 1 • 
~ 
\<le can regard 1\ (J) as the probability that a randoruy c."'losen 
point of I will lie in the interval J. 
kmma 4. 1\. and 1\ are non-atomic measures, t.l}a.t is, 
~ 
(i) Ai (J1 U J2) = '\ (J1) + Ai (J2) 
1\ (J1 t.l J 2 ) =.I\(J1) + I\(J2 ) whenever J 1 and J 2 are 
intervals with disjoint interiors. 
(ii) '\ (J) and 1\ (J) depend continuously on the end points 
of J. 
and in addition 
(iii) if J C:(P.,P. 1) , for some j=O, •• ,m-1, then J J+ 
"i (gJ) = f3i "i (J) and A (gJ) = (3/\ (J). 
Proof. \ve prove the lemma for 1\ only, as similar reasoning 
applies to A. also. 
~ 
(i) In (J1) + In (J2 ) differs from In (J1 lJ J2 ) by at most 1. 
So and 
this remains bounded as t t r • 
(iii) In+1 (J) = In (gJ) for J in a maximal interval of g , 
therefore L(J,t) = 1 + tL(gJ,t) and L(J) = rl\(gJ) • 
(ii) If J is small enough to be contained in a tl(,:dmaJ interval 
of gn t then by (iii) 
1\ (J) = rn 1\ (gnJ) ~ rn ,which converges to zero as n increa.ses.11 
Definition. A (x) = /\ ( [O,xJ ) and A. (x) == 1\. ( [o,xJ) for i E G. 
~ ~ 
'A and A.. are continuous and monotone increasing maps of I, by 
~ 
lemma 4. "Ie sho\o[ that they commute with unifo:::::Lly piece\o{ise linear 
maps of I. 
Defini tion. T is a 12,iece\o[ise linear map of I if there are 
points ~, •• ,~ such that 
(i) '0 = ~ < q1 <. • • < ~ == 1 and 
(ii) TJ ( .ex) == b.x + a. 7 \.here Of a. <1 ,b.qi+1+a.~ 1 qi,qi+1 J ~ ~ ~ l. ~" 
and 0 ~b.q.+a .• 
~ ~ ~ 
T is uniformly piecewise linear if b.= b for i=O, •• ,m-1. 
~ 
Theorem 2. For each map 'A, A. (j G. G) there exist unique' 
J 
uniformly piecewise linear maps T, T. such t:"lat 
J ~g(x) == T(9t(x» and ~.(g(x» = T.(A.(x» where 
J J J 
T and Tj have gradients ~ and ~j respectively. 
Proof. Note, ~ and A. are continuous but not in general one-one. 
J 
For a well defined map T (T.) to exist we ~st show that if 
J 
C)(x) == ~ (y) (~j(X) = ~/y» then ').g(x) = Ag(y) (~g(x)= )jg(yV. 
Suppose y)x and ~(x) == "(y) (Aj(X) == :\/y») then 
1\ ( (x,yJ) = 0 (I\j( [x,yJ ) = 0) and by lemma 4 
"( [g(x) , g(y )] ) = 0 (1\ i [g{x). g(y ) ] ) = 0 ) thus 
~g(x) =- Ag(y) ( AjS(X) = \g(y»). 
Define T{x) = ~ x + A (bk ) - t3 A (Pk ) for x E.( ').Pk1.Pk+1) where 
bk == lim g(y) , k=1, •• ,m-1o y~Pk 
T is a u...l"liformly piecewise Ibear map on I' l:\P1,··, ')Pm-11. 
Let x~ (Pk 'Pk+1) then T'A(x) = r--'A(x) + 'A (bk ) - ~ A (Pk ) , lc=1, •• ,m-1, 
and <). g(x) = 1\ ( [O,g(x)] ) = 1\ ([0, b~ ) + 1\ ( [bk,g(x)] ) 
= A bk + (3A( [Pk,x] ) 
= ~ bk + f.>A( (o,x] ) - 131\ ( [o,p~ ) 
= ~ bk + ~I\{x) - f3 ~ (Pk ) 
= T~(x). 
Define T at A Pk by T APk =.:\ g(Pk ) for k=1 t •• ,ID-1 , then 
T is unifoxmly piecewise linear on I. 
Define T. (x) = (3. (x) + (\. (bk ) - ~j i). (Pk ) for x G ?'J' (Pk ,Pk+1) J J .. ;J J 
where bk = lim g( Pk ) and y~Pk 
Tj(I).Pk ) = ~ g(Pk ) for k =1, •• ,m-1. 
Then as above T.('A .(x» = 'A.(g(x». 
J J J 
Uniqueness of these linear maps is forced by the commutative condi tion.;f 
Note. from equation (4) 0\(x) = L c. f) .. (x) where c.=O if r. > r
j~G J J J J 
and c. = (1-r)-11im ~.(t)/L{t) if r. = r. 
J t-tr ~ .J 
Corollary 1. Suppose g is indecomposable, ~t is 1Pi = I for all iC:li1, 
then 11 is a homeomorphism, as are ?Ii for i £ H
1
• 
~oof. Suppose 'A is not a homeomorphism then there is a closed 
interval J on which 7\ is constant, therefore I\(J) = O •. 
let N be the smallest non-negative integer such that for some i l::. F., 
. \ .. 
N' 
g (int J) (\ t P ~1 ~ ¢ and JJ ••• \J gN-\J) does not contain any 
~ 
discontinui ty of g. 
Then !\(J) = l\(gJ) = ••• = 1\ (gN(J» = 0 by lemma 4, giving an 
oPen interval containing Pi with 1\ measur~ zero. 
let K be the union of all intervals with zero A -measure. 
/. 
:By lemma 4, K is essentially g-invariant and contains P. in its 
~ 
interior. 
'llierefore Ie = W. = I which is impossible. 
~ 
Similar :reasoning gives the result :for ~i ,i eH1 ' a.1so. # 
Connnent 1. Corollary 1 generalizes the result in [P2] .t1e=e it 
was required that g be strongly transitive ( g is strongly 
transi tive if for all open intervals U c: I there exists N such 
that gNU = I ). strong t~ansitivity implies, but is not i;.:l?lied 
by, the properties (J,,"/ 1, W = I r" i for all iE E1 and 
fp1, •• ,P~1J seperating points. 
~le now determine conditions on g G e under 'Whic~ g is 
topologically conjugate to a piecewise linear oap. 
- Suppose G = 'H1 : .. : 
.... \. 
. , 
,. ,~ 
Dy Theorem 1 I is decomposable into irreducible sets 
-
where 'l? is a fim te union of closed intervals and. essen-;ia1ly 
~ 
invariant under g. 
So by restricting g to each (}'>i we can use Corollary 1 of Tbeorem 2 
to get gl_ topologically conjugate to a uniformly piece.~se linear 
Wi . 
transforma tion T. on 1?. Using this we can const...~ct a conjugacy 
~ l. 
of g with a piecewise linear map. 
~eorem 3. Let g G e such thai; G = H1 ( that is, r i <. 1 for all iEll1 ) 
then g is topolOgically conjugate to a piecewise linear;::ap T of the 
unit interval, where T has essentially invariant sets 
that the slope of T restricted to R. 
~ 
-
R. such 
l. 
Proof. Let 1\ (x) = L S. '). (x) where SJ' are a:ny no=malizing 
jeF
1 
J J 
factors such that L [. = 1 and b.. + 0 • 
'~F J J J 1 
3.21 
( the most obvious choice for ~ j is the kbesgue length of ~ ). 
~ is certainly a continuous homeomorphism since l).j is a 
. t -
homeomorphism when resricted to ~. and constant on 
'" J 
65. -1= 0:> .• ~ J 
0(\ l)..i<P1.-l"\ -1 fm- ~E).~~. 
let Ti(x) = l\.gA. (x) then T; 
~ ~ j\ ... 
is uniformly linearA by Theorem 2. 
let T = ~ g X-1 then we must show T is piecewist:! linear. 
T certainly has discontinuities f~p.1m-1 iL 1 ~= 
Let xC;? '~. then T(x) =. Ag'~-1(x) 
• 
= L. 6". 'A.g A :1 (x) j~F J' ~ J 
1 
= cS'. T. (x) + L:. SjT .(x) 
~ ~ j~F J 
j:foi 1 
Now L S.T .(x) is constant on ~?Pi thus 
j€;F J J 
itj 1 
T I is uniformly ),P. 
l. 
piecewise linear , with gradient ? i • 
let . R. = ?: ~. 
l. J. 
then the re~~t follows. II 
~,the homeomOrphism ~ is not unique, apart from trivially 
depending on the constants ~1' ~ also depends on F1 • If we 
choose a different indexing set to represent the distinct sets (Pi 
we may get a different homeomorphism. Thus ~ is unique (up to 
constants f. ) if each set ~. contains only one discontinuity. 
~ ~ 
.9,2rollary 2. If g G e, G = H1 and r. = r for all 1 Go G 
~ 
then 
g is topolOgically conjugate to a uniformly piecewise linear map 
of I. 
Comment 2. Suppose ,·re consider the class of piecewise monotone 
increasing transformations of the unit interval with gro\vth 
number greater that 1 (but whose points of dicontinui ty do not 
necessarily seperate points) • Then by similar analysis to that 
in ~} 3 and 4 we can sho\'l that these transformations a.=~ 
semiconjugate to certain uniformly piece\'lise linear :r.a.?s. 
Comment 3. vle have res:tricted our attention here to piece-.-=.se 
monotone increasing transformations, however in [pi] 0=2: 
piece,V'ise monotonici ty was required on the maximal inte.::. ::":5 c~ 
continuity. B.y introducing an orientation coordinate also ~ e~ 
maximal interval and a different ordering on ~[tJ , it s;·:o-;s l.ik~J 
that Theorem 2 would hold for this larger class also. 
Comment 4. Instead of using the above coElex analytic a;;::;-~aC:::, i '; 
A 
should be possible to generalize the methods in 1)2] • :r.::. L?21 t::.e 
symbolic representation of g is considered, io= g 
ofj 
3.22 
strongly transitive, (where S is the shift on L = 1ft 0, •• ,::r-i ] ). 
g 0 
This representation (~,S) is approximated by irreduci:cl; ~os:.!..:'-:s 
of finite type containing L ,for \-,hieb conjugacies a=: }:no .. -=-· -;.:. g 
exist. These subshifts of finite type arise naturally as e.i..:,~~-;~ 
approximations to the process ( L ,S) over fini te ti.:le c -':1 '±ei:: g 
g.t'Outh numbers approximate that of (Lg,S). 
There is an obvious correspondence between tn.; c.ea. ... ~ ... g 
sequences of g and the points of its ~bolic represe=ta~o~ F~~ 
h 
in fact the conjugac.y constructed in Teorem 2 for stro~ 
" 
transi ti ve transfol."Illa. tiona is, in essence, the Sallle as t·r~ ~ CC:lS ;':..:.::ted 
in [P2]. 
To prove Theorems 2 and 3 by these me~'lods • .. -e ::.:·ed a 
more general class of subshifts, similar to, and inclne·;",,;: tte 
subshifts of finite type, whose dynamics are 'simple' to :::::'::'E:--St2-': 
and with which \-le can approximate (~,S). ~s app:::'Oa~ wllcl 
have the advantage of giving more information concernjrg ~e ~-r,a-:cs 
and structure of the maps in e and could lead to cer-;':>'; - c:"'''':s5 ~J 
and category results for these 'generalized sushifts of i~~e ty;e'. 
3.2; 
§5, }~asure Theoretic Conclusions. 
Using the semi-conjugacy constructed in Theorem 2 we can 
carry over invariant measures of the uniformly linear transformations 
to . give invariant measures for transformations in e t Li and Yorke 
have sho'tlIl that any piecewise linear map has an invariant measure 
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure 1 • Thus 
anY map g Eo e has an invariant measure. 
Suppose g E. e , where. g is pieceuise differentiable and 
1/6' is of bounded variation, then g preserves an ergodic 
measure f'- absolutely continuous with respect to 1 (Wo1. For 
these transformations one might ask whether the conjugacies or 
semi-conjugacies constructed in Theorems 2 and 3 are absolutely 
continuous maps. Ho\'lever the follOwing simple example, shown to 
me by W. Parry,demonstrates that this is not true in general. 
let f be the map defined by f (x) = 3x for x <i 
and f (x) = 3x/2 - i for x~ i. 
f preserves Lebesgue measure 1 and this is the only smooth 
measure preserved by f 11i.. y J . The entroPY' off with repect to 1 
is~(f) = i log 3 + 2/3 log 3/2. Now fe;e and f is 
conjugate to a uniformly piecewise linear map T(x) = 2x mod 1 • 
T also preserves 1 and this is the maximal measu..re of T G>2J , 
with entropy hl (T) = log 2. If A is the conjugacy of Theorem ~ 
then l'" is the invariant maximal measure of I and. ~l (I J = log 2 
thus lj\:J: 1 and 'A is not an absolutely continuous map. 
Suppose g E: e is an I-expansion then by the corollaries to 
Theorems 2 and 3 g is conjugate to a linear mod 1 map and 60 has 
a unique maximal measure with entropy log (3 • The mixing properties 
of f with respect to this maximal measure are determined or refered 
to in Section 2. 
S.EX:TION 4. 
Abbreviations. 
Listed here are standard abbreviations not defined in the text. 
£. The COm.lllex: numbers. 
fR The real numbers 
The integers, •• -2,-1,0,1,2, ••• • 
The positive integers, 1,2.3 •••• • 
The natural numbers. 0,1,2 •••• • 
The space of all C(ontinuous functions of the space X. 
The space of all continuously twice differentiable functions of X. 
L 1 (X) '!he space of integrable functions of X. 
L2(X),L2 The Hilbert space of sQuare integrable functions of X. 
a.e. 
#«1 
sptr 
int J 
J 
d(J) 
The characteristic function of .A. ~x. 
almost everywhere. 
almost all. 
fA is absolutely continuous with respect to 1. 
The support of the measure ).l • 
The interior of the set J. 
The closure of the set J. 
~ne boundary of the set J. 
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